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foreword
With this, our tenth anniversary issue, we have reached the
second milestone of publication. This journey has been both
what we expected when we began this enterprise, and at the
same time much more.
The first mark would have to be the very first volume.
With that we turned an idea into something real in the world,
something that had never been there before. However, many
good ideas have but a brief significance. The test of whether
an idea is more than novelty is whether it continues to interest and attract the energies of people. A tenth volume
would indicate we have tapped into something that poets
and readers want and believe in, and for that we are grateful
and honored.
In making this journey we have traveled what must
surely be the usual path: the excitement and novelty of the
first volume or three, segueing into a quiet middle period
when novelty has worn off, and then melding into a kind of
tradition. The Red Moon Anthology is now a part of the haiku
year, and the community would note an absence if it were
to cease.
The old adage has it that imitation is the sincerest form
of flattery. We have not been so flattered as yet, in our small
pond of literature. But if, for whatever reason, the series were
to be discontinued, I suspect a host of imitators would be
ready to step into the breech to offer their own versions.
The next level of achievement is to inspire others to carry
forward one’s idea when one is no long able. I do not doubt
that we shall realize this stage as well.
But this is not our immediate plan. We hope to keep
doing this for a long time yet, hopefully as long as poets and
readers find this idea useful. So it ultimately comes back to
you: without you, there is no Red Moon Anthology. Thank
you, from our beginning, to our future, thank you.
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Jim Kacian
Editor-in-Chief
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haiku / senryu
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10

Kay F. Anderson ✧ United States

what else
do I need to know . . .
pine trees growing from stone

frances angela ✧ England

nature reserve
my mother turns from me
into the wind

11

The Red Moon

Deb Baker ✧ United States

spring in the air
I remove the unknowns
from my key ring

Janelle Barrera ✧ United States

at the Poetry Guild
they ask if haiku
is all I have

12

Anthology 2005

Jack Barry ✧ United States

summer heat
moving the argument
to the shade

late summer wind
covering one bare foot
with the other

frost in the shadows
a Canada goose bends
to turn her eggs

13

The Red Moon

Roberta Beary ✧ United States

father’s day
teeth missing
from the pocket comb

talking divorce
he pours his coffee
then mine

blackout —
my son speaks a secret
i always knew

14

Anthology 2005

Ernest J. Berry ✧ New Zealand

stray
taken in
takes me in

estate sale
a pair of antique lovers
test the bed springs

fundraiser
the inflated price
of her kiss

15

The Red Moon

Michael Blaine ✧ United States

baby clothes
now the littlest things
make her cry

David Boyer ✧ United States

summer afternoon:
moving my pens
a little to the left

16

Anthology 2005

Peter Brady ✧ Canada

behind the old man
in the doorway
darkness

Greeba Brydges-Jones ✧ New Zealand

lung x-ray
the weight
of a shadow

17

The Red Moon

Marjorie Buettner ✧ United States

after arguing
the heaviness of the phone
in my hand

unravelling back
to the lost stitch —
autumn loneliness

18

Anthology 2005

Yu Chang ✧ United States

corporate parking lot
another starling
settles on the power line

Margaret Chula ✧ United States

fifteen rocks
something concrete
in the Zen garden

19

The Red Moon

Tom Clausen ✧ United States

just oatmeal
the waitress says
“enjoy”

my mistakes —
no matter how many
coats of paint

20

Anthology 2005

Charlie Close ✧ United States

winter night
sugar on both sides
of the cookie

Kathy Lippard Cobb ✧ United States

moonlit swim . . .
the galaxy moves
around me

21

The Red Moon

Carlos Colón ✧ United States

autumn downpour
a tow truck pulling
another

William Cullen Jr. ✧ United States

learning to sleep alone
the depth of moonlight
in an empty vase

22

Anthology 2005

Cherie Hunter Day ✧ United States

a splinter comes out whole winter moon

Andrew Detheridge ✧ England

emptying his ashes
the same way I’ve seen you
measuring sugar

23

The Red Moon

George G. Dorsty ✧ United States

morning prayers —
the blind nun
closes her eyes

Efren Estevez ✧ United States

weighing his words
the ice swirls at the bottom
of her glass

24

Anthology 2005

Arwyn Evans ✧ Wales

“Bloom on wild plums” —
our mouths fill
with the sound of it

Bruce H. Feingold ✧ United States

sunrise at the lodge —
white water rafters pick
at scrambled eggs

25

The Red Moon

Sylvia Forges-Ryan ✧ United States

Rereading the Iliad
another corpse dragged
through Fallujah

Stanford M. Forrester ✧ United States

spring breeze —
lying to myself
again

26

Anthology 2005

James Fowler ✧ United States

the rain-line
crosses the field
Gettysburg

Tami Fraser ✧ United States

mastectomy . . .
we swap
sides of the bed

27

The Red Moon

D. Claire Gallagher ✧ United States

slip of the tongue
a cocktail umbrella
opens

sunflowers
the tube of cadmium yellow
squeezed flat

A-bomb day —
I fill my mesh bag
with onions

28

Anthology 2005

Patrick Gallagher ✧ United States

attic diary
discovering a ghost
of myself

Brenda J. Gannam ✧ United States

reading my poems
she raves about my choice
of paper

29

The Red Moon

Barry George ✧ United States

high on the falls
a heron spreads
the wind

David Gershator ✧ U. S. Virgin Islands

new boy in town
throwing snowballs
at his own snowman

30

Anthology 2005

David Giacalone ✧ United States

that little grunt
dad always made —
putting on my socks

Ferris Gilli ✧ United States

river scent
the snake’s new skin
reflecting leaves

31

The Red Moon

Irene Golas ✧ Canada

postpartum:
I leave the hospital
cradling flowers

David Grayson ✧ United States

Halloween party —
after a few drinks
the masks come off

32

Anthology 2005

Andy Hacanis ✧ United States

letting one moth out
and one moth in —
summer night

Christopher Herold ✧ United States

crossing a stream
the bridge
my shadow makes

33

The Red Moon

Timothy Hawkes ✧ United States

snowy day —
nothing ordinary
about an orange

heat wave —
a knife stuck
deep in the melon

34

Anthology 2005

Claire Bugler Hewitt ✧ England

under the same tree
I breast-feed
a different baby

Mary Hind ✧ United States

payphone
not enough money
to say goodbye

35

The Red Moon

Mark Hollingsworth ✧ United States

new year
sliding my thumb
between orange and peel

sandpiper
one footprint ahead
of the wave

nursing home
the feel
of the handrail

36

Anthology 2005

Gary Hotham ✧ United States

warm night —
a soda machine rejects
my coin

Kevin James ✧ United States

storm clouds
water darkens
around the tea bag

37

The Red Moon

Jörgen Johansson ✧ Sweden

cold Sunday —
walking by myself
with her

P M F Johnson ✧ United States

August heat —
no more clothes
we can take off

38

Anthology 2005

Jim Kacian ✧ United States

the voices i hear aren’t talking to me spring twilight

road washed out . . .
the map falls apart
along its folds

flurries after our argument the need to tell you

39

The Red Moon

Michael Ketchek ✧ United States

hip flask
the warmth of my body
in the brandy

cancer ward
the old man keeps on
winding his watch

40

Anthology 2005

John Kinory ✧ England

in my wallet
my daughter still
thirteen

Joann Klontz ✧ United States

returning geese
some in the meltwater
some on the ice

41

The Red Moon

Deborah P. Kolodji ✧ United States

wind in the forecast
he waits to hear
from Yale

Robert Kusch ✧ United States

catching up with me
on this winding riverbank
two childhood songs

42

Anthology 2005

Ariel Lambert ✧ United States

partial rainbow
her lisp the first time
she calls my name

Marcus Larsson ✧ Sweden

flies on the floor
of the lifeguard cabin
autumn twilight

43

The Red Moon

Susan Marie La Vallée ✧ United States

some dimes
among the pennies
speckled carp

Rebecca Lilly ✧ United States

Deepening snowfall . . .
a crow tightens its spiral
about the steeple

44

Anthology 2005

Burnell Lippy ✧ United States

a stubborn wrinkle
in the evening paper
the heat

the twists
in old coyote shit
Autumn wind

45

The Red Moon

Mlenko Civovic Ljuticki ✧ Serbia & Montenegro

Thunder —
a flickering candle flame
wakes the shadows.

Martin Lucas ✧ England

all the departure times
have faded . . .
a thin autumn rain

46

Anthology 2005

Eve Luckring ✧ United States

behind the camera
I face
my family

Peggy Willis Lyles ✧ United States

New Year’s Eve —
the harpist’s hands
still the strings

47

The Red Moon

paul m. ✧ United States

daffodil shoots —
all these years
as an accountant

orderly fields
of an Amish farm
the things I can’t tell her

drifting seed fluff . . .
the rented horsse
knows an hour’s worth

48

Anthology 2005

ed markowski ✧ United States

only the waterfall
just as it was . . .
second honeymoon

Peter Macrow ✧ Australia

2 year old
the sun
through his ears

49

The Red Moon

Steve Mason ✧ England

alone now
the child continues her tantrum
in silence

Michael McClintock ✧ United States

tall pines —
I’ll never be ready
to go home

50

Anthology 2005

Allen McGill ✧ Mexico

storm clouds
the valley darkens
farm by farm

David McMurray ✧ Japan

White lilies
the feeding tube
removed

51

The Red Moon

Gonzalo Melchor ✧ United States

train conversation
trees flash by
on his glasses

Paul David Mena ✧ United States

raking leaves —
all the apologies
I’ve never made

52

Anthology 2005

Scott Metz ✧ United States

a child’s drawing —
the ladder to the sun
only three steps

Emiko Miyashita ✧ Japan

winter sunset
a door opens
inside the mirror

53

The Red Moon

Sandra Mooney-Ellerbeck ✧ England

the wind
under my clothes —
a pelican’s glide

Lenard D. Moore ✧ United States

first summer day
thud of a soft drink
in the vending machine

54

Anthology 2005

Joanne Morcom ✧ Canada

thrift store the cashier’s faded tattoo

Ron Moss ✧ Australia

autumn wake —
the widow’s tremor
in her coffee

55

The Red Moon

Bob Moyer ✧ United States

vacation cabin
all the doors close
by themselves

Philip Murrell ✧ England

junkyard fence
at every gap
the same snarl

56

Anthology 2005

Tena Myers ✧ Canada

meeting strangers
I’ve known forever
Grandpa’s funeral

Pamela Miller Ness ✧ United States

autumn dawn
the space between our shadows
on the bedroom wall

57

The Red Moon

Marian Olson ✧ United States

something to it
about taking your time
ripe peaches

w. f. owen ✧ United States

fallen headstone
the letters
fill with rain

58

Anthology 2005

Clive Oseman ✧ England

mushroom gathering
I trust her
with a secret

first snow
the smile
of a stranger

59

The Red Moon

Tom Painting ✧ United States

midday blues
a row of icicles
taking shape

nursing home
my father
the way I left him

deep winter
I search the lease
for a loophole

60

Anthology 2005

Christopher Patchel ✧ United States

plum blossoms . . .
we don’t define
the relationship

blossom rain . . .
but you hope we can
still be friends

summer’s end
the weight of my body
out of the water

61

The Red Moon

Bill Pauly ✧ United States

trying to call it off
her face keeps changing
in leaflight

Alzheimer’s birthday
each slice of the cake
takes part of her name

62

Anthology 2005

Paul Pfleuger Jr. ✧ Taiwan

calm night
each piglet
on a nipple

three kicks
starting it —
autumn morning

63

The Red Moon

Dru Philippou ✧ United States

crescent moon —
the child swivels
on her mother’s hip

Greg Piko ✧ Australia

a small white cloud
clings to the mountain
first day at school

64

Anthology 2005

Laura Podeschi ✧ United States

yellow dandelion
I ask him
if he’s happy

Anthony J. Pupello ✧ United States

trial separation
last squeeze
of the toothpaste tube

65

The Red Moon

Andrew Riutta ✧ United States

apple wine
his story better
the second time

quiet hillside
children climb one another
into the trees

66

Anthology 2005

Chad Lee Robinson ✧ United States

clear water —
the whiteness
of my father’s feet

crossing the bridge
I enter her
time zone

67

The Red Moon

Bruce Ross ✧ United States

autumn chill
wondering who else visits
my friend’s grave

Agnes Eva Savich ✧ United States

anthurium behind glass
for months he hasn’t
been inside me

68

Anthology 2005

Dan Schwerin ✧ United States

a ping
as the engine cools
happy hours

Andrew Shimield ✧ England

moving in
with a new lover
the same old suitcase

69

The Red Moon

John Stevenson ✧ United States

my doctor
takes off his glasses . . .
cold for May

empty lobby
the player piano
starts another song

autumn wind —
trying to keep myself
under my hat

70

Anthology 2005

Barbara Strang ✧ New Zealand

new year
a pain
in a new place

Marie Summers ✧ United States

August heat
the smell of stale water
from the hose

71

The Red Moon

Patrick Sweeney ✧ Japan

all morning
the demands
of the blue hydrangeas

thirty years of this
thirty years of that . . .
the blue-green mountains

72

Anthology 2005

Rick Tarquinio ✧ United States

blue sky
wind whistling down
the kite string

new hammock
the blue
between thoughts

glowing embers
I tell her a story
she already knows

73

The Red Moon

Petar Tchouhov ✧ Bulgaria

she draws the curtains
between the winter
and me

Beverly A. Tift ✧ United States

drifting leaves
the slow arc
of a wrecking ball

74

Anthology 2005

Stephen Toft ✧ England

afternoon heat —
grass cuttings slip
through the rake

Mitzi Trout ✧ United States

broken clouds
for a moment he remembers
the way home

75

The Red Moon

Zinovy Vayman ✧ Russia

ornate ceiling
my lawyer, her lawyer
already friends

Max Verhart ✧ Netherlands

autumn wind —
again the postman
passes by

76

Anthology 2005

Michael Dylan Welch ✧ United States

hospital waiting room —
the drinking fountain
stops humming

Harriot West ✧ United States

summer afternoon
riding the streetcar out
and back

77

The Red Moon

Frank Williams ✧ England

in spring rain
a small boy runs through
every puddle

Billie Wilson ✧ United States

62 candles —
such beautiful memories
of things I regret

78

Anthology 2005

sheila windsor ✧ England

talk of separation
we reach for the same
pine cone

Karina Young ✧ United States

this winter night
you inside
all of my curves

79

The Red Moon

Peter Yovu ✧ United States

half moon
something slips into the pond
besides me

the window so clean
I can see clearly now
the flaw in the glass

80

Anthology 2005

Cindy Zackowitz ✧ United States

first warm day —
torn caution tape
at the trailhead

Alenka Zorman ✧ Slovenia

morning snow
the funeral procession splits
the cemetery in two

81

82

linked forms

83

84

Roberta Beary ✧ United States

stranger danger
in school they warn you about stranger danger beware
of all the people you don’t know don’t walk near the
bushes keep to the open street watch out for vans
with sliding doors at home keep the door locked don’t
open for strangers and they leave out the part about
the one with you in a place where no locks can save
you for years too long to count
		
		
		

funeral over
the deadbolt
slides into place

85

Roberta Beary ✧ United States

Visiting Day
high on my da’s shoulders i was no more than five into
the bar we went and i carrying the beer bucket the
barman calling out beer . . . here . . . beer . . . here . . .
the barman filling it overflowing what a head on her
can you imagine 5¢ for all that beer can you imagine
that and da and I laughing all the way home he carried
me
		
		
		

overheated room
a scent of mothballs
from the open drawer

86

Roberta Beary ✧ United States
Carlos Colón ✧ United States
		
Ellen Compton ✧ United States

Paper Dreams
snowed in
digging out
old cookbooks
favorite novvel
the unpolished shoes
		
		
		

bird in the bush
page missing
from the field guide

sunlight strikes
unpaid bills
leaf from an old journal
each entry
a different color
		
		

convalescent
library books overdue

87

Laura Bell ✧ United States

Tempo
Side by side, my old cottonwood and the desert yucca
rustle out different tunes as they catch the same
breeze. The yucca with its slim leaves sings fast, says
something and quickly lets it go. The old cottonwood,
its broad leaves hold on to each note as long as they
can before releasing it to the sky.
		
		
		

dappled shadows
of fallen leaves
the smell of rain

88

Marjorie Buettner ✧ United States

Clouds in the Water
This daily touching, so foreign while I was growing up
with her, has become a ritual now: brushing her hair,
powdering her skin, washing and drying, dressing,
undressing . . . she has become like a two-year-old
clumsy with the details of the body, clumsy with the
mundane that fills up the hours before sleep, after
waking. This touching, too, has become a symbol of
our need — mine to give care with patienc, her to
receive without regret. I give to her so that she may
give in return — a bit of peace charging the day, like
the sound a bell makes in a porcelain cup. Her eyes
are red today, as if swollen from lack of sleep, yet
she sleeps on and off most of the day. After suupper
her eyelids fall into themselves, forgotten sentinels,
missing the change of guard.
		
		
		

my aunt
calling me her sister’s name
clouds in the water

89

Marjorie Buettner ✧ United States

The Light Obscured
A bank of new snow high against the night sky is lit only
by the moon. I watch the stars unravel across the sky
like a spool of thread a cat unwinds. Then my breath
against the window confuses the light obscured. Today
I find bits of you left over after you are gone. Will
it ever end these small mountains of sadness which
need to be climbed during those moments when I
think of you lost on the other side? Forgive me for
your death and life we couldn’t live. Quieter now, the
wind falls into itself. Animals are hiding somewhere
in the snow, while the deer want to circle back to find
what remains. I circle back against your memory like
a flight of birds returning.
		 dead of winter —
		 the white noise
		of snow

90

Katherine Cudney ✧ United States

Consolation
I didn’t understand why I lived where I did, but I
eventually accepted the reality of it. For fifteen years
it wasn’t so much the being there as it was the coming
and going. The regular stay-over visits with my mother,
who lived with her parents, kept the wound fresh. It
was more than the weight of my suitcase that I carried
down the stairs when it was time to leave again.
Grandpa would get up from his green recliner. Smile as
he asked the same question he always asked. “Heading
back to school?” In my mind I answered, “It’s not a
school, it’s an ORPHANAGE, ORPHANAGE, ORPHAN-AGE. Where they put kids with no moms or
dads. Where they put kids nobody wants.” Why did
he never call it what it was? Why didn’t he let me live
at his house? Plenty of room and I wouldn’t be any
trouble. But I knew better than to ask. I made that
mistake once and was told to be grateful I didn’t live
on the street. But my tongue and accepted the parting
gift that he pressed into my palm. A quarter, warm
from having been in his hand, like he’d been holding
it for a while, just waiting for me to leave. No hugs, no
kisses, no tears allowed.
Today, at his wake, I slipped a quarter into his
casket.
		
		
		

Casting stones
The silt whirls and settles
On my toes
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Angelee Deodhar ✧ India

The Dark
Almost midnight, in the quiet hospital only the
stentorian breathing of life support systems, an
occasional moan, the silence of the IV drip, the
imperceptible wheeze of the pumps. Wraithlike nurses
pad by checking the dancing green blip, the radar of a
still functioning heart . . . In a borrowed wheelchair, I
sit just beyond the restraints so each time she awakens
she sees a friendly face.
Touching her pale bruised hands I think of
Rembrandt’s The Night Watch, and like those
guardsmen I await the command to fall in line . . . will
she last through this night . . . I think of my own tryst
with the ICU . . . and though I walk through the valley
of the shadow . . .
Outside an angry sky splits again, I imagine the
crack of lightning as the slanting rain lashes the
window. Her breathing, so troubled earlier, settles . . .
towards dawn she awakens and suddenly asks if I
would like some tea . . .
		
		
		

slashes on a child’s slate
twin jets streak through
a fractured sky

92

Judson Evans ✧ United States

Window Washer
It’s the job I’ve always wanted 3/4 ladder and chamois,
buckets and blades, high above the Monday morning
traffic. Before I found this niche, or aerie, I suffered
the belatedness of cities, dreams already sub-let, area
codes exhausted, every inch pre-strung with webs of
wires and clotheslines. Secure the swing stage, strap
the harness, sset the controls on “glide” . . . Who
says there’s no advancement, no future in my work?
Even if ther’s nothing to show but shine, every day’s
a branching out, another set of stories to scale. The
fluid world flows back beneath my blade. Sometimes I
see myself on hands and knees, kneeling in the stream
you can’t step twice in, the wet skin of sky that floats
powerlines and billboards. Only so many practice
runs: steady the squeegee, circle the wrist for the
broad S-sweep down the glass, then for years it’s all
patience, entering the clear and blur and clear made
up of those awakenings when a whole ensemble lies
before you like a shiny museum case. You open it and
touch everything and nothing can be broken.
		
		
		

drifting fog —
on city roofs
sift and gleam of antennas

93

Dee Evetts ✧ United States

The Hill
Where I live now, at the edge of a medium-sized
town in northern Virginia, the back of the house
faces west. Beyond where the garden falls steeply
away into woodlands the view is completely obscured
by foliage from spring until the fall. But in winter
it is possible to discern, through the bare branches,
a substantial hill that must be a mile or so distant.
In the early morning at this time of year I can sit in
front of the big sliding windows and watch the dawn
coming into the landscape before I have my breakfast.
The screen of trees still prevents me from seeing any
significant detail. I know that the hill is partially
wooded, that there are very few houses built upon it,
and that a road or highway runs — presumably north
and south — on this side of it. The latter I can deduce
from the headlights of occasional cars moving in the
dusk before daybreak.
I will think no further than this. I could reach
out my hand, and in a matter of moments locate this
hill in the pages of a topographical atlas of Virginia
that I bought for the household a year or two back.
Alternatively, if I chose to pay more attention on
my drive out of town to work each day (at a small
bookbindery that lies approximately in that direction,
94

but at least ten miles further away) then I could no
doubt figure out where it must be located.
Fortunately, we live on one of those looping
residential streets that throw off my sense of direction,
usually quite dependable. I want things to remain this
way. I want my hill to remain forever a nameless hill,
the archetypal Hill, an ideal and Platonic hill, the hill
of my childhood, the hill of myths and hymnals, a hill
of boundless aspirations, a hill where lovers might
dally a whole summer afternoon undisturbed, a hill to
the top of which a woman or a man might climb in
order to be alone, to consult the skies, to talk to God,
to survey the weather, to make a decision. In short,
it will be representative of all the hills that have ever
existed, in reality or in imagination.
That is why, if the conversation in this room
(or perhaps in the garden itself, on some late and
temperate winter’s day) should turn to a discussion of
the landscape beyond the trees, then I shall be sure to
recollect a piece of business that requires my presence
elsewhere, and immediately.
		
		
		

windswept patio
dry leaves trapped
in the coiled hose

95

David Gershator ✧ U. S. Virgin Islands

Wat Po
Slipping shoes off, padding around in stocking feet . . .
My feet compare poorly with other feet — the sacred
feet of the colossal Buddha inlaid with mother-of-pearl,
the pretty girl’s feet standing next to mine. She wears
socks too. Wonder if her toes are painted vermilion or
mother-of-pearl. We linger at the Buddha’s feet. Does
she understand the symbols between heel and toe? Jet
lagged and spellbound in Siam, am I moving too fast?
Leaving the Buddha isn’t easy.
		
		
		

at the temple gate
for a moment
in someone else’s shoes

96

Christopher Herold ✧ United States

An Acorn
Shunryu Suzuki was the founder of San Francisco Zen
Center, the first Soto Zen Buddhist monastery in the
United States. He was also an avid gardener. In the
last year or two of his life, health failing, he could still
be found pruning, weeding, or even wrestling a large
stone into position. Roshi* is how we all addressed
Suzuki. His own teacher playfully called him Crooked
Cucumber.
During training periods Suzuki’s talks were often
punctuated with references to gardening or to the
natural world. In 1968, when I was in training at
Tassajara (Zen Center’s monastery in the Los Padres
Mountains), I was assigned the task of removing
stones from a large plot of ground that was to become
a vegetable garden. It was hard work that required
little skill. Occasionally Suzuki would walk past while
I was sweating away with a pick or shovel. He’d always
smile and nod. As brief as his gestures of appreciation
were, he was so completely present in them, I would
immediately feel invigorated. On one occasion I
was so grateful for his spirit-boosting grin that I felt
compelled to give him something, anything. I looked
down and saw a shiny green acorn, still in its brown
cap. There were zillions of acorns lying around but I
picked that one up, trotted over to Suzuki, bowed, and
97

handed it over. He looked at the acorn very closely
for what seemed to me a couple of minutes — ten
seconds was probably more like it. We both gazed.
What had at first seemed to me just a nicely shaped
nut began to take on a distinct personality. Every
detail stood out as if magnified: slight variations in
color, thin striations in the smooth green surface of
the nut; a rough, scaly patterns on the cap. Suzuki
smiled broadly and put the acorn into a pocket inside
his robe. Then he bowed and walked away. We hadn’t
spoken but communication took place nonetheless,
the gist of which has stayed with me to this day — an
acorn among acorns and yet . . .
		
		
		

picking cucumbers . . .
cold rain trickles down
my shaved head

* In Japanese, “Roshi” means “venerable Old Teacher.”
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Duro Jaiye ✧ Japan

Learning Curve
it’s my turn. a little after two in the morning. the
squirming started about five minutes ago. now he’s up,
smacking his lips, arms and legs flailing, those big eyes
rolling. i lift the little fellow from his crib — all four
weeks of him. his head jerks right, his neck stiffens,
his mouth opens; that tiny contorted circle stretching,
searching, expecting to latch on to his mother’s nipple.
it would be kind of convenient if we fathers too could
do a little breastfeeding . . .
		
		
		

spring stars —
discovering the way
my newborn wants to be held
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Jim Kacian ✧ United States

miles out at sea
in the moonless night, spray from the paddles, waves
breaking over the bow . . . without bearings, miles of
undifferentiated coast, no lights to be seen
without islands in the dead center loneliness

followed a pilot whale out of Louisdale channel, out
into the dark—knew what i was doing, did it anyway
as if it were the same me who first saw it

in the darkness simply to be snatched—by wave, whale,
god-knows-what—the unknown made manifest,
bodied in its own element, and into which we dimly
see . . . no differences out here—the horizon black all
around as well as above and below, six directions of
darkness
night clouds gone the supply of infinity
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wind has died but still a frail voice to it, swells lift and
carry the small boat what feels a great distance but
probably not more than in daylight, hardly at all
dead reckoning the moment the tide reverses

nearing i make out timbered jaggedness, wash of
breakers on big rock—somewhere in there a beach, a
tent, a firm place for a foot
different again tonight the same stars’ wobble
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Jim Kacian ✧ United States

around the world as briefly as possible
Rest Stop, Pennsylvania

21 October 2002

On my way today leisurely in the mid-morning. Showers and
sunshine, the road empty, the van humming. Haven't had time to
complete my LA talk, so I'll be doing it as I go. I've been asked to
speak about my world trip from a couple years ago, and have the
notebooks for inspiration, but trusting I'll be able to bring it together
remains an act of faith. There is always a gap between our imagined
journey and our actual — the calculus which measures the variances is
valued in our deepest emotion, in pride and anxiety and fear and joy.
The arc of our activities can never be known until completed. Time
and distance have a way of heightening awareness of this reliance
on faith. A trip to the grocery store can be fraught with the same
drama as a trip around the world, but expectation, and the dwelling
therein, certainly is not. Experience provides me a shape I might
anticipate. But extended travel, with its multiplication of variables,
can never be wholly plotted. And so I am thrown back on faith. A
morning rainbow, fittingly enough. I've read that all rainbows are
individual —that someone next to me will not experience the same
rainbow as I do. This is because their angle of refraction, no matter
how close to my own, is still slightly different. I might directly
experience my personal rainbow, but can only infer the rainbows of
others. Nevertheless I believe in them, knowing that whether real
or imagined, it takes only a slight shift to heighten their colors, or
to make them disappear altogether.
***
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Oxford, England

29 August 2000

Can haiku, the briefest genre, ever be anything more than
a hothouse exotic in the reckoning of world literature?
We gather here not so much to debate this question as to
overwhelm it with our presence. There are many speakers
and panels and exhibitions, and we are all very earnest, but
nothing here yet convinces that we are anything more than a
particularly enthusiastic club willing to travel out-of-pocket
to proclaim our advocacy. I am discussing this very point with
Martin Lucas as we cross the bridge over the river Isis and
meander the venerable turf beneath granitic architecture.
		
		
		

poised between
water and sky
the floating geese

Martin is possessor of the only Ph.D. in Haiku ever granted by
the University of Wales. He laments his lack of professional
opportunity: in a world that values art as commodity, haiku
has no purchase power. He is unemployed and unemployable.
We walk by Blackwell's, and because we are book people
and have no choice, we go inside. Not easily found, a small
but convincing section on haiku-books on the Japanese
masters, in English and Japanese; books by the best-known
U.K. poets; even books from the States, including those
from my own Red Moon Press. We are immeasurably
heartened: Blackwell’s believes in us. Is this false cheer based
on marketing trends, or is haiku, positioned here between
“Film” and “Entertainment,” moving towards respectability?
***
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Tolmin, Slovenia

3 September 2000

Gather the men of several countries — Zoran from Serbia,
Ban'ya from Japan, Ion from Romania, Milivoj of Holland
via Croatia, Zinovy the Russian Jew, Alain from Bretagne,
myself the lone American — into the house of a Slovene, born
Bulgarian, bearing a Yugoslav passport, fill with euphoria
from a successful weekend of talk, drink and high emotion,
and they will sing. And what songs! Traditional songs of the
many lands full of pathos and longing — the Japanese melody
a trifle which nonetheless keeps its poise; the Russian full
of strast and bravura; the chanson pastorale melodic and light
as air; and Zoran declining to sing because he's played only
rock n’ roll and such music is “not fit for such a night in such
company.” I sing “Shenandoah” and am pounded on the back
and proclaimed to have great soul. I am here among men
and with their spirit.
		
		
		

passing the jug
the warmth
of many hands
***

The Wabash, Indiana

21 October 2002

The land is perfectly flat for two hundred miles east and west. Corn
and soy predominate, and the huge machinery used to cultivate it
can cut and bale a football field in three minutes. This is the local
purview: endlessly flat, endlessly the same. But unexpectedly at the
Indiana border the wrinkled declivity of the Wabash River snakes
and bumps along a north-south axis, etching a deep cleft in the
perfect tableland of the midwestern plain. This is exactly how I
was first struck by haiku: the flatland quotidian cut suddenly deep,
with an unexpected life to be found underground. Thoughts on the
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talk cohering — running the road for hours on automatic pilot frees
the mind, just as when I hike or paddle myself into a trance. In fact,
this method is itself a model for what I need to say. Two thousand
miles to finish the job.
***
Vilenica, Croatia

8 September 2000

Of the three major international literary festivals (Ohrid,
Beograd, Vilenica) held each year in the Balkans, Vilenica
is easily the most physically impressive. Held in a cave used
as a hideout and safe place in times of war for at least 800
years, it instantly creates a feeling of solidarity amongst its
participants
		
		
		

new friend —
my breath cloud reaches
his face

That feeling is reified by the messages of the speakers,
who implore that we find ways to communicate beyond
the boundaries of culture and language. Interestingly, the
speeches are given in the native tongues of the speakers, and
translated into English. Nobody even seems to notice. This
year's top prizewinner, Peter Handke, is a German novelist
known throughout Europe and increasingly elsewhere. His
writing is terse, intense, melancholic, but he is none of these
things; his talk is lively and well-received. The remainder of
the program is given over to readings. I offer a dozen haiku
in English. As I return to my seat onstage the master of
ceremonies says my poems remind him of the last American
to read haiku at Vilenica ten years ago, Allen Ginsberg:
In the half-light of dawn a few birds warble under the Pleiades
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***
Skopje, Macedonia

11 September 2000

Skopje is the most international Balkan city, a true melting
pot. It has tolerated and incorporated cultures and languages
from outside its borders for three millennia without losing
its aplomb and sense of humor. So it is disturbing to learn
that Macedonia has begun, as national policy, to insist that all
television and radio broadcasts be produced in Macedonian,
and all non-Macedonian speech and text be translated into
it. On the surface this seems harmless enough — it seems
right that when I, an English speaker, appear on national
Macedonian television, a translation be provided to our
audience. But this is not the intent of the legislation: what is
actually being attempted is the maintenance of the “purity”
of the Macedonian language. Macedonians speak a farrago of
the southern Slav tongues that have been alloyed until lately
as Serbo-Croatian. But in the high lather of nationalization
since the breakup of the former Yugoslavia, each region,
vying to maintain a tenuous hegemony over its own lands
and peoples, has enacted legislation similar to Macedonia’s.
So there is now, at least nominally, a Bosnian language, a
Hercegovinian language, a Montenegrin language, and so
on. To the uneducated ear there is no discernible difference.
For Serbo-Croat speakers, some regional and dialectical
variances are accommodated. But there is no real difficulty
for a Bulgarian conversing with a Bosnian, or a Slovene with a
Croat. These things happen every day, and everybody knows
it. During this same television broadcast, questions are put
to my fellow poet Dimitar (a typical Balkan: born in Bulgaria,
raised in Serbia, living now in Slovenia with his Croatian
wife, and carrying a Yugoslav passport), which he clearly
understands and to which he might respond coherently. But
he must instead wait while our friend, the well-known poet
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Sasha Prokopiev, who has been brought along for the task,
“translates” out of the Macedonian and into the Serbian.
Dimitar is often quick to rise to indignities, and this certainly
tests him, but it weighs even more on Sasha, a gentle man
with a lively sense of humor who is finding nothing funny
here. Several exchanges go on like this, with an edgy waiting
while the same words are repeated, then again in the reply.
The time goes by achingly, and we are all on edge. Suddenly
this all changes: Sasha, unable to stand it any longer, risks
greatly and responds: “I’m certain you all understood Mr.
Anakiev’s reply, so rather than repeat it to you let me add
my own comments.” A few minutes later our time is up and
we are on our way out the door. We expected the police.
Instead, the rest of the day is a celebration in the streets, at
the pubs. Everyone has seen us — there is only one station
and poetry is big news in this country — everyone hails Sasha
and applauds his act and tries to buy him a drink. The party
goes on through the night and into the next morning when
it’s time for the next installment of the television show.
But the station airs only its broadcast symbol. I'm told this
happens a lot around here.
***
Nebraska

22 October 2002

***
Sofia, Bulgaria

14 September 2000

Bulgarians are famous for their women and yogurt and
literature. Not just poets — all Balkans fancy themselves to
be that — but a people aware of their literary heritage: on the
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park benches in the central square a life-sized bronze of Ivan
Vazov converses with another of Hristo Botev. This nation
boasts other traditions as well: the first translations of haiku
into a western language were not done in Holland or France,
Great Britain or the United States, but right here, in 1836. So
it is no small thing to be invited to speak before the amassed
poets of the oldest literary society of such a country; even
more to preside over the formation of their national haiku
association. The days leading up are full of news conferences
and photo opportunities, meetings with the directors and
leading writers of all the literary associations, appearances
on national Bulgarian television, luncheons with publishers.
The occasion itself is held in the State Library, a massive gray
Soviet-style granite building. The well-known stage actor
Peter Petaric provides a simultaneous interpretation of my
talk, while musical interludes are provided by the harpist
from the Bulgarian National Symphony. A lively questionand-answer period is followed by readings by several of
the poets in attendance, including Nikolai Kantchev and
Dimitar Stefanov, both renowned even in the West, and the
best literary publishing house in Sofia commissions a book
to celebrate the occasion. The Bulgarians are doing better
than what everyone else I visit is doing — using my arrival
as an excuse to accomplish something that has been long in
coming and simply needed a push. I am not so much a player
in these events as a catalyst. But in a modest way I realize I
am also the face of America here — certainly I am the only
American most of them have ever met. I tell them I am
not a typical American, but I don’t insist upon it. For one
thing, I’m a poet, and it wouldn’t be the worst thing in the
world to have America identified for once with something
other than politics.
***
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Beograd, Serbia

23 September 2000

A great honor: I am invited to speak at the Yugoslavian
International Literary Festival. Typically more than fifty
nations send representatives, but Americans are rarely
included, not the least reason being political. The theme
of this year's festival is “I would like to say . . .” certainly
opportunity enough for all. And full advantage is taken — lots
of political hectoring, literary posturing, personal selfaggrandizing. Also something unexpected — a kindness
extended to me by the Serbs after my brief talk, a very
moving tribute — perhaps this is exactly what people would
like to hear from Americans, that they are seeking bridges to
connect with others. I am gathered up by a large contingent
at the end of the day, and we go out to a bar built into a local
Roman ruin beneath a bust of Janus to drink the local rakija
and talk politics. Much good will is established, toasts drunk,
poems exhorted. I feel, as I so often do in the Balkans, that
I understand these poets. The next day these same people,
emptied of the evening’s spirits and bonhomie, are quarreling,
threatening, wheedling, returned to the full compass of their
earlier selves. As I make my way into the room with them,
disputations cease in my vicinity, but break out anew behind
me. And so on, through the room. I gather that I’m a token
towards which all sides have agreed to take a common and
positive view, but in the particulars of their own lives, there
is no space for compromise, no ground to be lost. I feel, as I
so often do in the Balkans, that I understand these people. . .
***
The Great Salt Desert, Utah

23 October 2002

The Great Salt Lake is rimmed by a margin of alkaline sand which
runs a hundred miles as the Great Salt Desert all the way to the
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border of Nevada. Hardly anything grows, and it remains a vast
empty tract, lunar in aspect. Traversed by Interstate 80 — a flat black
strip across the whiteness of the plain — you can see the headlights
of cars coming in for several minutes. There’s no wood for posts out
here, so the land is unfenced. Anyone is free to make his way, by car
or on foot, off the road and out into this no-man’s land. Some have
tried, and tire tracks laid down a decade ago are still visible in this
unchanging climate. But along the road edge, cobbles used to make
the highway have been left, and wayfarers have taken to using this
expanse for purposes of their own, spelling out messages in the sandy
margin with the stones. Doug loves Cindy, not once but many times.
Climbing out of Utah into Nevada, I forget about these messages,
but farther up in the high desert encounter them again. They are
writ on every sandflat that will hold a stone — acts of faith — Doug
hopes his Cindy travels this way, and somehow Cindy must know
it is her Doug. I drive past, searching, as though expecting one of
the messages to be for me. No one’s coming, for miles. I stop along the
margin of the road, cadge together a few hundred stones, and lay out
a poem. One car passes as I’m working, a second just as I finish. I
realize I'm writing for a very small audience, and that even of those,
perhaps only a handful will know my poem is intended for them . . .
or care. It occurs to me I’ve been doing this a very long time; it seems
appropriate to find this measure of my life here in the thin air more
than a mile up in the high chaparral of Nevada, a word which from
one derivation might mean “snowy,” or, in another, might mean
nothing at all.
***
Banks Peninsula, New Zealand

28 September 2000

“Quardle-ardle-oodle-wardle-doodle, the magpies say.” This is
arguably the most famous line of New Zealand poetry, written
by Denis Glover in his 1941 poem “The Magpies,” which
tells of the hardships of settlers in their new land, and that
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land’s indifference to their sufferings, utilizing the stylized
chatter of these ubiquitous birds as its symbol. One can find
reference to the poem everywhere: the shop where Glover
founded Caxton Press (the first and best literary press of
these islands) bears a plaque which quotes it; the sidewalk
before the government buildings in downtown Christchurch
features a bronze plaque; and no anthology of Kiwi verse
would be complete without it.
But finding his grave is something else again. John O’Connor
has taken me out on a moody and threatening morning over
Herbert Peak and down towards Little River, stopping in
Akaroa for lunch and a glimpse at life here a century ago.
Then atop the sheeproads, bending along the curves of
the innumerable fjords emptying into Pegasus Bay, we
dive into an isolated ravine. Beneath a blue gum (a muchdespised Australian import) 100 feet high abutting a Maori
family grave sits a modest and worn stone, unadorned and
uncelebrated. Stories abound of Glover's capacity for drink
and ribaldry and “a man's lone life.” Out here, sheep run
freely across these green and rocky slopes. Only the wind
makes a sound, and the sea birds, looking out on a thousand
miles of uninterrupted ocean.
		
		
		

long, slow curve —
passing again
beneath the geese
***

Katikati, New Zealand

6 October 2000

The Haiku Pathway set in restored land along the Uretara
Stream is a gathering of two dozen boulders, each deeply
incised with an English-language haiku placed along a
meandering track which seeks to match the poem with its
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physical position. Janice Bostok’s poem, for instance:
		
		
		

stationary bus
talking we visit places
within each other

is located at the bus stop at the center of town where the
pathway begins, and is an invitation to enter the park itself.
Other poems are placed with equal felicity — Bill Higginson’s
poem, concerned with mud, is sunk into the bog near the
beginning of the path and offers a flat spot, a stepping stone
above the mire. Catherine Mair's poem on bird shadows
occurs at a crepuscular bend in the river where shadows
would be present at all hours. My own poem
		
		
		

clouds seen
through clouds
seen through

is placed alone at a spot where the visible mountains are
continually shredding the constant flow of clouds from
the west. There are plans to double the number of poem
stones, and Catherine Mair, who envisaged the project and
has brought it to fruition, is even now contemplating new
selections. The Haiku Pathway is not Cold Mountain — we
are not here romanced by the power of story, as by the tales of
Han Shan carving his Taoist poems onto the steep declivities
of the Kun Lun; Katikati is only beginning to create its own
tales. Yet it's not too much to say that the Haiku Pathway is
the single most important physical monument to what we
are up to, and the only place in the world where Englishlanguage haiku is carved in stone.
***
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South Fork, Nevada

24 October 2002

Camping on hallowed Indian land beneath an ice moon at more
than 7,500 feet, the thin wind even more pungent for the ubiquitous
scent of sage. The Paiute once perfumed themselves with it, not only
to honor their totemic plant, but also so that the wind, in passing,
should find them of the same tribe. A clean, penetrating scent, keenly
perceived, instantly identifiable — what we search for to express
in haiku: essence. The arc of my talk now apparent — my previous
trip has become bound up with this one, the one commenting on the
other. I don’t know yet how it will end — I haven’t lived that part,
but am homing in.
		
		
		

bright stars
this dark road
leading up
***

Tasmania, Australia

9 October 2000

Tasmania is a medium-sized island off the southern coast
of Australia. Its place-name is used by Aussies to suggest
unimaginable hickness, just as we might say “Timbuktu.”
People there live in modest houses and lead lives of quiet
desperation just as anywhere else. They are hungry for
adventure, recognizing a gap between their reality and their
dreams, in the way people everywhere do. While visiting,
I’ve asked Tassies about their idea of the exotic. One answer
(of many) was the equatorial jungles of Central America.
There they would find Progreso, a small city carved out of
equatorial jungle in Quintana Roo on the Yucatan peninsula.
More worldly Mexicans, those from Merida, for instance,
use the name Progreso to denote a place of unimaginable
hickness. However, the people of Progreso have dreams of
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commerce and worldliness, and have recently put in a pier
to accommodate cruise ships, so that they might sell t-shirts
and watery beer to sunburnt Americans, trading this money
for contact with a larger life. These people in their leisure
do not frequent the bars they have built on their waterfront
but have their own, tucked away on the lee side of town,
insulated from intrusion into their own exotic dreams. The
name of their bar is “Tasmania.”
***
Sydney, Australia

13 October 2000

I am introducing haiku to a group of boys at a private prep
school in downtown Sydney. The boys have sacrificed their
lunch period voluntarily to listen to a Yank talk about poetry.
There are 20 or so as we begin, and a few more filter in as
their last morning classes let out. Half a dozen teachers join
us as well. They all sit in the back of the room. I write a
sample poem on the board. One of the teachers comments
immediately that it doesn’t have 17 syllables. It’s a good
opening . . . So we speak about form, which leads to history,
to content, to sensibility, and ultimately to what really
matters, the poetry of our lives. I ask these boys — 12 to 15
years old, dressed identically in their school uniforms with
ties — what matters to them. They tell me: grades, friends,
sports, sex, girls, love, sex. It’s another good opening, and
we talk about these things, and about power — the power
that writing is, the power of carving out a space in the mind
which is wholly our own, unassailable. We talk about how
much in our lives is dictated by others — by our culture, our
parents, our teachers, our friends. Writing, we decide, is a
place where we are not beholden to all these influences, but
only to ourselves. Writing is a room of one’s own, and all
the boys agree they would be eager to spend time in such a
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place. We try our hands at writing some poems. I ask them
to be as specific as possible, to try to base their poems on
their own experience, on things that they know directly — no
second-hand truths. Heads bow, the sun streams in, the clock
ticks away the seconds. After twenty minutes I ask if anyone
would care to share. These are brave boys and honest — they
write from their hearts about intimate things. I am honored
by their trust, and love them for it. The poems are somewhat
lacking technically, but this sort of thing can be learned. More
importantly, they all ring true, which is only possible from a
self seen truly. Every boy offers a poem. Our time is running
out fast. I ask the teachers, who have been silent throughout,
if they would care to contribute. A longish pause before one
speaks up. Then another, and another. They, too, would like
a room of their own, and have all tried to summon it. But
somehow their poems feel distant, formal, strangled. They
have become bound up with external matters, like syllables
and season words. They are unwilling to let these things go,
first or last. It’s not been long since the teachers were the
boys here, fiddling their ties and daring greatly. There is
sadness in their faces. And something else, perhaps resolve,
forming in the younger ones. The bell rings and they hurry
off to their next classes. Left behind on the board, a poem
by one of the boys:
		 tick . . . tick . . . tick . . .
		the end
		of history
***
Mt. Tam, California

25 October 2002

I bought my 1993 Volkswagen Eurovan a few months ago after a
long search, knowing this trip and others lay ahead. And now I have
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traveled some 3000 miles across the heart of the country. During
this time I did not see even a single Eurovan. Arriving here on the
west coast I head directly for Mt. Tam, parking in the lot at Pan
Toll Road Ranger Camp. It’s a late Thursday afternoon at the end
of October. Here in the lot are two other Eurovans, with a third
pulling in behind. I feel a swell of solidarity immediately with these
people who should gather their rare vehicles at this rare place and
time. We are a tribal species, and the solitariness I’ve found in the
heart of the country is slightly appeased by this community with
others on the far edge of the continent. But as I walk Steep Ravine
Trail down to Stinson Beach to camp for the night I find myself
musing on the obverse side of the coin, on individual action. The
whole of the peninsula would look, I expect, much like the rest of
Marin County if not for the vision of John Muir, who found beauty
worth preserving a century ago where we all find it today. It is
individual vision that creates, somewhere down the line and often
in unexpected ways, the possibility of community.
***
Kizu, Japan

19 October 2000

I am the guest of Kobori, a haiku poet from Kizu, a small town
just outside Nara. We met at the Global Haiku Conference
in Decatur, Illinois in 1997, and again in London at the
beginning of this trip, where he invited me to stay with him
when I was next in Japan. I had warned him that I am the
sort of person to whom it is dangerous to make such an offer.
We’ve been exploring his town, and have walked along the
river, visited the museum, drunk sake and swapped tales in
the graveyard. He’s very happy and now also slightly tipsy.
We’re getting hungry as night comes on and walk into the
center of the village to find something to eat. Slipping into
a doorway so disguised as to be hardly noticeable, we seat
ourselves at an L-shaped counter. Everyone here greets my
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host — the chef, the daughter who helps with preparation,
the wife who takes orders and serves the meals, and a couple
of others, apparently regular customers. It’s a rough-looking
lot, and they consider me with apprehension. Lotus root is
just coming into season and we order lots of it, and much
else. One by one dishes appear before us. We eat and drink
and talk, and I forget my slight discomfiture. All the while
the restaurant fills. Three hours later we are still talking, now
mostly about haiku. Nobody has left, but conversation in the
place has dwindled. Now everyone is listening to us, enjoying
the novelty or cursing the intrusion, it’s impossible to say
which. The food has also ceased, but the sake is available
in profusion. Kobori excuses himself “to see a man about
my horse” he tells me. There is at first a heavy silence in his
absence, and I am aware again that I am in a strange place
amongst people I don’t know.
		
		
		

a long way from home —
the smoke of fried food
in the air

One of the men seated at the counter, a weathered, tattooed
man in a rumpled sweater, pushes back his stool, scraping the
floor. We all look in his direction, waiting. He stares down at
his hands for a moment, decides, and clears his throat. When
he begins to talk, hesitantly, it is in a barely remembered
English he is resurrecting for the first time in many decades.
He has a soft but gravelly voice, and there are long pauses
between words. He tells me about himself — a fisherman,
born in this village, traveled once as far as Russia, but now
home to live out his years. The whole room listens in total
attention. It is a tremendous labor for him, and he looks
up from time to time to see how he’s doing. I encourage
him, supply words when I hope it’s not intrusive, try to gain
his eye. I am moved by his courage, and say so. Inspired,
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others in the room decide to try, too. A young couple in one
of the booths tells me of their recent marriage and their
newborn. An elderly woman at the far end of the counter
recounts a visit to America she made as a small child. The
waitress recollects that she studied English in school, but
had always been too shy to try it. But now, caught up in the
momentum of the night, she speaks her English out loud for
the first time in her life. After everyone else, a woman who
has been silent throughout approaches me, and, in English
much like everyone else’s, tells me she teaches English at the
local elementary school. She is very excited to hear about
haiku in English, and that I have come all the way from the
United States to teach it. She would like her children to
learn English better. Could I supply her with a few poems?
I had forgotten about Kobori, who finally returns, and is
astonished at what he hears, these sounds of arduously slow,
miraculously mispronounced English. He laughs out loud, and
rushes about, shouting encouragement. We run on, taking
turns, enjoying our heady success, until well past midnight,
when Kobori’s wife, a silent, dignified woman, shows up to
drive us home. I bow to my cohort, strangers when it began,
and strangers to be again by the morning, but for one night,
bonded by our surprising and mutual language.
***
Kumamoto, Japan

24 October 2000

It’s been three months, and I’m going home tomorrow. This
trip, which has filled me superabundantly with new friends
and unexpected joy, is nearly over. But not quite. To wind
down, I’m visiting Richard, who is on sabbatical, and so
has the leisure, and like me, the inclination to seek out the
perfect onsen. Kumamoto is blessed with hot springs. We
have explored a dozen of them in a week’s time. One had
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spectacular waterfalls plunging from the sheer faces of its
mountain; another offered multiple pools of waters of varying
temperatures and colors; one permitted mixed bathing; in
town, a man-made bathhouse is so shrewdly judged as to
suggest a natural grotto. When we were not boiling ourselves,
we looked for Jizō. Jizō is the patron of lost children, and
shrines to him can be found nearly anywhere; the median of
a crossroads, the fork of a tree branch. Some of these statues
are hundreds of years old, and their features have weathered
into the broadest hieratic outlines. Almost all the shrines
have been kept in good condition, and most have small
offerings — a few old sen, an orange, a lit candle — enclosed
within. On this last day we are tired and sad. The toll of my
travel is upon me. We go to a suigen, a cool spring of pure
water, a sacred source to which are ascribed various medicinal
properties. We ladle up the sparkling essence and I drink
some, pouring the rest over my head. The drops meander
along my face and into my beard, and I feel myself welling up,
mingling salt with the sweet. At the same time, a peacefulness
soothes me, as though the kami of the spring has entered,
melting away my cares. Although I am tired, I am not spent,
and feel myself growing suddenly, unexpectedly, stronger. I
realize, in this cold clarity, that whatever I have expended,
I could spend again.
		
		
		

cool spring —
ladling up some
yellowed leaves
***

Los Angeles, California

2 November 2002

Los Angeles, the intersection of our many arcs, the momentary still
point of our turning worlds. What about haiku has made it our
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center of gravity, the force which binds us to its pull? More than
anything else is its capacity to bring us to a tangible and heartfelt
sense of community. Haiku provides for us something larger than our
selves. Of course there are issues: issues of language; culture; history;
sensibility; form; any of which might prove divisive if given the upper
hand. Perhaps this is the critical point: despite these issues, haiku
is capable of connecting people, bringing us to a common theme of
appreciation, helping us to appreciate difference rather than to fear
or despise it, allowing us to seek larger solutions rather than retreat
into the smaller domains of nationalistic or culturalistic thought.
The talk goes well — everywhere I speak, people are seemingly in
agreement with what I have to say, that the most essential matter is
to offer respect to all. We need not deny our tastes, nor lie about our
opinions, but simply appreciate that there is something more basic to
us than our writing of poems, that there is a ground out of which our
creation and our appreciation arises. It is the common ground of our
humanity, that which makes it possible for us to communicate one
with another at all, which grants poetry its potential. Before leaving
we share more poems and conversations and hugs, then disperse by
noon into the wan desert day. The features of the horizon blur in the
smog, and I muse on the disparity between the personal reception
my words receive, and the actual state of unrest in the haiku, in the
real, world. Respect is a word so many who have agreed with me
have interpreted in such unexpected ways . . . I check the oil in the
van and the straps to the kayak, knowing that by nightfall I'll be
back in the clear air of Big Sur, counting the stars.
		
		
		

camping alone
the crackle of dry twigs
in the fire
***
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Jim Kacian ✧ Japan

the fire
centers us in the dark, bakes us orange — an excuse for
staying up late, for extending the day for something
not useful, for fun, for stories, for the hell of it
night clouds gone the supply of infinity
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Ellen Kombiyil ✧ United States

The Parting of the Sun and Moon
She is about to be born and I am alive for sunrise. Her
head’s bony pressure is at the final turn as sun sears
sky brilliant orange.
I am all body and the force of my body, pushing.
I am only this vertical expulsion. Her wriggling free
belongs to both of us, an echoed motion. She propels
herself into the sun of surgeon’s lights, eyes bruised
shut.
I am no longer ocean but flowing river. She is no
longer fish but sleek bird. How to explain our separate
bodies, wearing different expressions?
		
		
		

the pale moon rises
for a few moments she reflects
the sun’s red light

for Jaelyn Ada
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Gary LeBel ✧ United States

Ceremony
Mindful not to pick every one, she gathers two or
three blossoms from each cluster, the wildflowers
dangling vigorously from her first as if they’d grown
out of the palm of her hand. Yellow, white, blue and
faint magenta, she arranges them carefully on the
mouse’s grave.
		
		
		

wild flowers;
the sound of each color
in the swollen stream
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Deja Léger ✧ United States

Still Life, Part I
In a chocolate box beneath my bed I found several
pictures belonging to my grandfather. One photo was
of him and his Waco biplane, with the name “Tin
Goose” written in shiny paint along the side. He stood
in a grassy Ohio field that stretched for miles, joining
the wide sky like a seam in the distance. Grandfather
leaned his elbow against the wing of the plane. Even
when he was young he looked old. His face was long and
his smile was brief. The army uniform he was wearing
looked too large for his frame. If the photographer
had only waited a second longer to take the photo, my
grandfather’s smile might have been broader, perhaps
a little more gentle. As it was, his features seemed as
vacant as the flat, glossy landscape surrounding him.
The photo was taken the day before grandfather
was to be stationed, on a breathless afternoon with
a low, late autumn sun that cast shadows behind his
feet. The day grandfather’s photo was taken a whisper
could have been heard for miles. The very click of the
shutter was as loud as a gun being cocked.
		
		
		

quiet Thanksgiving —
the family receives
a letter
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Ron Moss ✧ New Zealand
Kirsty Karkow ✧ United States

Twilight Deepens
It is winter. After finishing my Hospice Care course I
am sitting with an elderly man. He is warmhearted, of
Scottish extraction, and tells me a story or two. After
a pause, he sighs, “This body has had enough . . .”
Not long afterward, he dies. The time is right.
		
		
		

end of shift
returning my name badge
to the pile

It is spring. Meeting a new hospice patient for the first
time can be awkward . . . but Betty reaches out with
thin arms and a wide smile to greet me. Her loving
attitude and fearless embrace of her impending death
are awe-inspiring.
“You are going to be the friend that I never knew
I had!”
And I am. And she is.
		
		
		

grocery aisle
we reach together
for split pea soup

It is summer. I am attending the funeral of my first
yoga teacher, a woman of rare qualities and a great
love for others. Closest to her heart is work with
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ailing Vietnam Vets. From her they learn the ancient
skill of yoga, which helps them to recover. She dies of
cancer — way too young.
So, here I am, sitting on a church pew, warmed by
an arc of afternoon sun that shines through lead-light
windows. Incense smoke curls and flattens above her
casket like a blessing. The sound of Sanskrit chanting
embraces us with comfort and love.
		
		
		

biker’s leather
a veteran
wipes a tear

It is autumn. I am washing dishes in our new house,
shortly after moving to Maine, when my neighbor
calls. She knows I have worked with Hospice. Will I
stay with her dying husband while she gets some rest?
Certainly. Twilight deepens as I walk across the field
to her house. The air is thick with autumn.
		
		
		

heavy fog
a ripe peach falls
from the tree
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Lane Parker ✧ United States

Pulse
The image on the monitor looks both aquatic and
celestial. Within the blackness, grey and white shapes
appear and shift as the nurse moves the wand over my
wife’s abdomen. Then, even before the nurse points
it out, I can see it, the faint flicker on the screen that
shows the beating heart.
That’s all we can see: just a pulse of light in the
darkness, like the North Star shimmering through
Earth’s atmosphere. Our baby, like everything else on
Earth, has come from stardust.
		
		
		

bathing:
the beat of my heart from
a far-off place
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Lane Parker ✧ United States

Tension
My grandfather wants a glass of milk with his meal.
I go to the fridge and empty the carton, topping off
a tall glass. Only surface tension and my steady hand
keep the milk from spilling.
So the glass is a little full. Big deal. I’ll be leaving
home before too long.
My grandfather is a recovering alcoholic. It’s
another Thanksgiving. Just get the old man his drink.
He thanks me as I place the glass in front of him.
Soon I watch him raise his glass for the first time. His
hand trembles. Milk dribbles onto the tablecloth,
onto his shirt, onto his chin. He drinks, then puts the
glass down. I wait for something. Anything.
He smiles and says nothing.
		
		
		

family reunion —
old grass stains
on clean clothes
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Greg Piko ✧ Australia

A New Pair of Shoes
Always the same brand. I sometimes allow myself the
indulgence of a slight change in style. But always the
same brand, and always black. My suits are either grey
or dark blue so it follows that my Monday to Friday
shoes are black. And safely tied with a double knot.
The sales girl asks if she can help. I provide the
specifications and muse over the extravagance of the
other shoes on display while she locates a pair for me
to try.
I sit on the middle chair in a row of five while
the sales girl kneels on the carpet in front of me and
opens the shoebox. She looks on doubtfully as I begin
to unpick the double knots. Her knees are lightly
tanned, and bare.
With the new shoes fitted, she suggests that I
try walking in them. Up and back, past the ground
level mirror. As I stand looking at the shoes in the
mirror and the tissue paper spilling from the shoebox
that the sales girl still holds in her lap, I succumb to a
sudden urge and ask — can I try a pair of slip-ons?
The box looks similar. But I wait a little nervously
as the laceless shoes emerge. My right index finger
follows the edge of the soft leather around to the heel
and helps my cotton sock slip smoothly into the shoes.
And then the left shoe. They seem to fit securely.
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And yet there is a freedom. I flex my foot and slide
it partly from the shoe, confident that the situation
can be recovered. No longer black or white. Shades of
gray. Reminiscent of a time with fewer constraints.
Slowly her finger traces the outline of my lower
lip. Searches gently beneath the bristly hairs of my
moustache for the shape of my upper lip. Quietly, she
rests her hand on my chest.
I look back and see the sales girl waiting for my
response.
		
		
		

vows of love
a young man
ties the know
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Dietmar Tauchner ✧ Austria

Lurid Light
Mauthausen —
above us the sun
of then
summer air
a farmer dungs his field
beside the camp
lurid light
the snow-white tiles
of the gas chamber
breath of wind
the memorials
speak
death’s stairway
step by step
more out of breath
leaving the camp
the car chased
by dust
Mauthausen
at the Danube bank
two lovers
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Jennie Townsend ✧ United States

The Last Tomato
The neighbor laughs out loud to hear me talking to
an animal. What started with scolding in July and
escalated to thrown objects by August has turned
philosophical. It’s now September and the blue sky
has a crystalline quality not eve the warm sun fades.
This morning I sit and listen to crickets.
		
		
		

afternoon chill
a squirrel
with the last tomato
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Peter Yovu ✧ United States

Blue
There are limits to perception. It is twilight, and has
been for a while. Long moments pass, and I can see
no clear change in the sky — it remains a silvery blue.
What I cannot see, but what I know to be true, is
that every moment deepens the color of the sky as
the earth turns, as it must, away from the sun. I try to
remember some of the names we have given to shades
of blue: cerulean, Prussian, azure, robin’s egg. I’m sure
my thesaurus contains dozens I have forgotten or have
never known. I’ll look them up, perhaps tomorrow.
It is the longest day of the year, and for me, that
knowledge brings a little sadness — summer has
reached its peak, and I feel a longing to hold on, as to
a reverie, as to love.
The sky now is a perceptibly darker blue. Whatever
it held of silver is gone, and moment by moment this
day is turning to night.
		
		
		

a slender moon
no part of the sky
does not touch her
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Edward Zuk ✧ Canada

Hell’s Gate
Deep in the mountain ranges of British Columbia,
secreted from the outside world, lies one of the
truly sublime places on earth. Here the Fraser River
contracts into a narrow, 110-foot gorge, forging a
series of rapids so violent that Simon Fraser, the first
white explorer to view them, exclaimed that he “had
to travel where no human being should venture” for
surely we have encountered the gates of Hell?
		
		
		

Drifting towards
the thunder of Hell’s Gate —
a hawk’s feather

This is where the great folds of the Coast Mountain
and Cascade Mountain ranges clash and the Fraser
gathers its strength after draining the Northeast
and absorbing the sapphire waters of the Thompson
to the north. On either side of the rapids the stone
mountains glare down at the violence below:
		
		
		

On the bare cliff
the unchanging shape of
the windswept pin

The rapids themselves appear as a series of beige cords
of water laced with lines of white foam, a roar of silt
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and stone and water, a dark rush that deepens into a
silence like the aftermath of thunder.
Edmund Burke once defined the sublime as
“whatever is in any sort terrible” — and Hell’s Gate
reminds us that the sublime is terrible because of our
fear of death. When I first saw the rapids, I found it
impossible to stare at them without experiencing, at
least imaginatively, the force of the water against my
body, and without being hurled, at least in my mind,
into the vortex. As I stood on the metal bridge that
spans Hell’s Gate, an indefinable part of me tumbled
into the rapids and drowned. And that evening, on the
long drive back to Vancouver, I passed a vast graveyard
studded with rows of wooden crosses by the side of
the highway. The corpses reposing there, I would later
learn, are those of poor white and Chinese labourers
who died during the dynamiting of the trans-Canada
railway. They too are the victims of Hell’s Gate. If
the rapids were navigable, there would have been no
need for the railroad to link British Columbia to the
rest of Canada, and had there been no railroad, these
men would not have had their bodies blasted apart or
crushed by rockslides:
		
		
		

Roadside graveyard —
I gaze at the darkness
between the stars
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essays
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David Grayson ✧ United States

Glossy Black Painting:
Notes on Modern Art and Haiku
During the years 1951-1953, Robert Rauschenberg
created a breakthrough series of work known as the
“Black Paintings.” One of these, Untitled (Glossy Black
Painting), reminds the viewer that modern art and
haiku share important elements, and even a common
approach.
The painting consists of numerous 2- to 4-inch torn
and/or crinkled newspaper clippings sprinkled across a
roughly 4.5' x 6' canvas. The entire work — canvas and
newspaper fragments — is coated with glossy black
paint. The composition contains no objects (besides
the unreadable newspaper fragments). It is simply a
spacious surface textured with newspaper and painted
black.
The painting’s lack of obvious imagery, its
monochrome nature, and its lack of a title mean that
the viewer is not explicitly provided a meaning. If the
observer wants a meaning, he or she must actively
participate in constructing that meaning, either
drawing upon their own experiences or learning about
the motives of the artist. In this way, Glossy Black
Painting is similar to many haiku.
Also like many haiku, which depict everyday
experiences, Glossy Black Painting features an everyday
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material (newspaper) and eschews “showy” or “artsy”
components.
These similarities are not a coincidence.
Rauschenberg was influenced by the composer
John Cage, who was interested in Zen Buddhism.1
Rauschenberg incorporated into his work some
of Cage’s Buddhist-influenced ideas, including the
assimilation of external factors (i.e., allowing the
observer to participate).2
Rauschenberg hoped that the “Black Paintings”
(along with related work) would break down traditional
conceptions of art and challenge viewers to see in new
ways. The values he turned to were already present
in haiku. For haiku writers, Glossy Black Painting
underscores the relevance of haiku and reminds us
that the form still has a critical, eye-opening mission.
__________
1. Mattison, Robert S. Robert Rauschenberg: Breaking Boundaries. New Haven
and London: Yale University Press, 2003: p. 52.
2. Tischler, Barbara L. “John Cage.” The Reader’s Companion to American
History. Eric Foner and John A. Garraty (editors). Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1991. Web edition: http://college.hmco.com/history/
readerscomp/rcah/html/rc_013600_cagejohn.htm.
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Lee Gurga ✧ United States

Haiku Worth Reading
In an interview on the News Hour, poet laureate Ted
Kooser had one piece of advice for aspiring poets:
read! Being editor of Modern Haiku has made me
uncomfortably aware of something: Many people try
to write haiku without ever having been moved to read
a substantial number of them. I don’t think this is a
problem for haiku as much as it is for those aspiring
poets themselves. This naturally raises the question:
What kind of haiku are worth reading?
For many people who send their poems to Modern
Haiku, the answer seems to be “The ones worth
reading are the ones I wrote.” There is, of course,
nothing wrong with thinking your own poems are
worthy of publication; I sometimes think that myself,
though not always correctly. But for a haiku to be
worth reading it must satisfy more than the needs of
the poet who wrote it.
Probably the most important thing that makes a
haiku worth reading is its ability to touch our hearts.
It might speak to our personal experience as this one
does to me:
		 breaking off an icicle
		
the taste of metal
		
and my childhood
				
Sylvia Forges-Ryan
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It might create a mood we would like to participate in:
		 spring breeze —
		 the pull of her hand
		 as we near the pet store
				
Michael Dylan Welch

Or perhaps one we would like to avoid:
		
		
		

his side of it.
her side of it
winter silence

It might allow us to participate in a scene we have
never experienced, as Sandra Fuhringer does with this
haiku:
		
		
		

plum blossoms falling
the gardener softly singing
in my father’s tongue

It might point out something important we have
experienced ourselves but forgotten:
		 one seated
		 at a table for two
		 shadows lengthening
				
Joe Kirschner

Or reveal one of the inexpressible mysteries of life:
		 one carp
		 the color of a woman:
		 an evening of snow
				
Ryan Underwood
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Of course, the mysteries of existence are not
always expressed so solemnly, as Stanford Forrester
demonstrates:
		
		
		

summer afternoon . . .
losing the superball
on the first bounce		

So this is the first thing a haiku must do—go beyond
the merely personal and offer a gift to the reader, as
Charles Trumbull does here:
		
		
		

the swell of her breast
against the watered silk —
summer moon

Meaning, then, is essential but not sufficient. A haiku is a
poem, so the choice and arrangement of words is also
important. The poem must not only have meaning, it
must itself be an experience for the reader. As poet
Robert Lowell wrote, “A poem is an experience, not the
record of an experience.” The choice and arrangement
of words can enhance the reader’s experience, they
can contribute indifferently to the experience, or the
can even work against it.
Haiku is a kind of poetry, so the sound of the
words is important. The plain style that has dominated
American haiku has sometimes led poets to ignore
sound in their poems, making them, in the words
of critics, “mere dribbles of prose.” For those of us
writing haiku, it is important to remember that the
judicious use of aural devices in haiku can increase
the artistry of the poem and hence its offering to
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the reader. Overdoing it, of course, can spoil a haiku.
Haiku can be overwhelmed by use of powerful sounds
and sound associations, so the approach of the haiku
poet to this element of craft, as to everything, requires
lightness and balance.
Many sound devices, such as rhyme, alliteration,
consonance, assonance, and onomatopoeia are
available to us as poets. All of these are of some use to
the poet. Assonance is usually the least obtrusive and
thus most effective in haiku, as in this poem by Gary
Hotham:
		
		
		

dark darker
too many stars
too far

Here the repeated “ar” and “oo” sounds enhance the
meditative effect of the poem on the reader.
When used effectively, assonance reinforces the
feeling of the poem without drawing attention to
itself, as in Hotham’s poem and in the following, with
its repeated soft ”i” and “o” sounds:
		 soft touch of his lips—
		 a twisted strand of cobweb
		 fills with moonlight
				
Linda Jeannette Ward

In the following haiku “oo” and “ah” sounds help us
feel the poet’s sense of wonder in an autumn scene:
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		 All Hallow’s Eve
		 swallows
		 loop the moon
				
Mary-Alice Herbert

The effective use of sound is not restricted to
conveying pleasant sensations as Peter Yovu artfully
demonstrates:
		
		
		

mosquito she too
insisting insisting she
is is is is is 		

Assonance has for centuries been used in lieu of rhyme
in the poetry of some Romance languages. Perhaps it
will find a similar place in English-language haiku.
While some poets believe that a haiku is a poem
for the eye rather than the ear, readers often find that
the poet’s skilful attention to rhythm or cadence can
add noticeably to a poem’s artistry, as in this haiku by
Robert Gilliland:
		
		
		

transplanting the sage —
a wheelbarrow full of bees
from backyard to front

There are two notable things about the rhythm of
this poem. The first is the use of accented syllables
“sage,” “bees,” and “front” to end each line. This
contributes to the forward movement of the poem—
and the wheelbarrow. The second is that the first line,
“transplanting the sage,” and the third “from backyard
to front,” have identical metrical patterns. This creates
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a unity in the poem that is much less obtrusive than if
he had used rhyme to attempt the same effect.
When the poet has a feeling for the flow of the
words, the result can be enchanting. It is with some
sadness that I note that such artistry was more
common in the early days of American haiku than
it is today. Perhaps it is partly because the magical
rhythms of the King James Bible are no longer a part
of our souls. One has only to compare a passage from
a speech by Abraham Lincoln or Martin Luther King,
Jr. with one by George W. Bush to get some idea of
what we have lost.
While poets sometimes believe that the use of
figurative language such as simile or metaphor makes
haiku worth reading, this is often not the case. Like
the King James Bible, haiku use concrete images to do
their work on the deepest parts of our souls, as in this
haiku by James W. Hackett:
		
		
		

Deep within the stream
the huge fish lie motionless
facing the current

Of course, the images of haiku are not always as “deep”
as this. In this haiku by LeRoy Gorman, the images
remain concrete but toy with our sense of reality in
the hours after midnight:
		
		
		

last slow dance
winter flies
couple on the bar

In this haiku, we have an effective use of what Paul
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O. Williams calls “unresolved metaphor.” (For a
complete discussion of unresolved metaphor, see “The
Question of Metaphor in Haiku,” in The Nick of Time:
Essays on Haiku Aesthetics by Paul O. Williams, 2001.)
On the surface, the haiku presents and credible and
interesting scene. But this slice of life becomes a rich
mixture of ambiguities as we dance with the different
species of barflies in the poem.
Something that haiku worth reading have to offer
in place of figurative language is the pivot line. This is
a word or phrase that combines with the line before it
and the one following it to offer an unexpected shifts
of associations to the reader. In this haiku by Kiyoko
Tokutomi, the second line acts as a swinging door that
carries us back and forth between two worlds:
		
		
		

Chemotherapy
in a comfortable chair
two hours of winter

The two overlapping parts can be read as
“chemotherapy in a comfortable chair” as well as
“in a comfortable chair two hours of winter.” The
chair becomes the center from which we watch the
chemicals enter and in which we contemplate both
the literal and figurative essence of winter.
Here are two more haiku that use the same device,
the first by Jack Barry and the second by Peggy Lyles:
		
		
		

lost kite
rising in a cloudless sky
a child’s cry
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the scent of rain
as the tree frogs start
first star

I suggested earlier that to be worth reading, a haiku
must be able to speak to us. I think this is true, but
not every short poem that can produce a response in
the reader is a haiku, which brings us to the question
of what makes haiku unique. Most of the things I
have said thus far could apply to any kind of poem.
But haiku is not any kind of poem, but a specific kind.
It is not form that makes haiku unique, nor its brevity,
as many poets who have attempted haiku have failed
to realize. What makes haiku unique is its seasonal
consciousness. So what distinguishes haiku from
haiku-like is the presence of the season as a vital part
of the poem.
By relating the experience of a single moment in
time to the season in which it occurs, the poet can
suggest a mood that would otherwise be impossible
to create in so short a poem. Through using these
seasonal references over hundreds of years, the
Japanese have created a rich poetic texture. It is both
our privilege and challenge as poets to add to this rich
tradition. In some, as in this haiku by Billy Collins,
the season is explicitly stated:
		
		
		

Mid-winter evening,
alone at the sushi bar —
just me and this eel		

In others it is only implied, as Randy Brooks does
here:
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cool evening . . .
mother takes me by the arm
from grave to grave

The seasonal feeling of some is even more indirect:
		not lonely
		 but alone, the moonlit
		 goldfish
				
David G. Lanoue

I think it is fair to say that any baseball fan can relate
to this seasonal haiku by Michael Ketchek:
		
		
		

dog days of summer
twenty-three games
out of first

Here are a few more poems to give you some idea of
the range of feelings and emotions that seasonal haiku
can convey:
		 blue popsicles
		 the children
		 compare tongues
				
Stanford M. Forrester
		 summer’s end
		 waves disappearing
		 beneath the pier
				
Paul Miller
        
		 autumn equinox . . .
		 a small rake
		 beside the grave
				
Michael Fessler
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		 leaves at their peak —
		 everyone says “hey,
		 you got your haircut.”					
				
Del Doughty

Even contemporary subjects can be addressed by
haiku in its seasonal way without becoming strident
or polemical, as Robert Boldman shows:
		
		
		

noonday heat:
at the exact center of myself
the aids patient weeping

Paradoxically, haiku may take place in one season yet
manifest the essence of another, as in this poem by
Ernest J. Berry:
		
		
		

spring funeral
the widow’s family
dress for winter

And finally, one of my favorites, by Le Wild:
		
		
		

California poppies —
the faintest scent
of Woodstock

It is important to note that the season must be a vital
part of the poem. A season word cannot merely be
“tacked on” to an image to create a haiku. I would
encourage every aspiring haiku poet to memorize and
apply the following statement by Japanese scholar
Shigehisa Kuriyama concerning the use of seasons in
haiku:
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In a poem where the seasonal theme fulfills its true
evocative function, there must be a reciprocity between
the season which expands the scope of the haiku and
creates the atmospheric background of associations for
the specific scene, and the specific scene which points out
a characteristic yet often forgotten aspect of the season
and thus enriches our understanding of it (“Haiku,” Kodansha Encyclopedia of Japan. Tokyo, Kodansha, 1983, p. 82.

At the Haiku Chicago conference in 1995 Japanese haiku
Master Yatsuka Ishihara. Ishihara told us to “present
the truth as if it were fiction.” This idea is of course not
restricted to haiku. It is what every great novel does—
presents in the costume of a story a truth that may be too
difficult to tell directly. This allows the reader to embrace
hard truth without engaging in either defensiveness or
self-righteousness. It allows the author to explore an issue
without stridency, the reader, without self-consciousness.
Fiction doesn’t tell us what is true, it reveals what is
true. Great haiku have also this characteristic. Here, for
example, is a haiku by haiku master Ishihara (translated
by Tadashi Kondō and William J. Higginson:
		
		
		

pulling light
from another world . . .
the milky way

Great haiku reveal, often through several levels of
meaning, the truths we need to live by. Surely this makes
them worth reading?
(Based on a talk presented at the HSA meeting in Evanston, Illinois in
September, 2003.)
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Josh Hockensmith ✧ United States

Outside the Lines:
John Ashbery and Haiku
In “Outside the Lines,” I like to look at instances of
haiku and the haiku spirit showing up in unexpected
places, outside of the close-knit English-language
haiku community. Recently, I came across haiku in
one place I hardly expected to: in Great American Prose
Poems (Scribner, 2003). Included in the anthology
are haibun by two giants of contemporary American
poetry, John Ashbery and James Merrill.
Leaving Merrill’s haibun aside for a future article,
I want to look at how Ashbery uses the form. I was
curious to learn where haibun would overlap with
Ashbery’s own ideas about poetry. He matured as a
poet in mid-century New York City with the Abstract
Expressionist painters, and like their paintings his
poems are abstract. The lack of narrative makes
you pay attention to the materials he’s working
with — individual words and short phrases. Ashbery’s
poems are mostly two-dimensional; the reader
skitters along the surface of words like a skipping
stone, only occasionally sinking into a moment of
coherent meaning. He is usually difficult, elliptical,
metaphysical. In short, he is an odd fit for haiku or
haiku prose.
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The haibun that appears in Great American Prose
Poems (“Haibun 6”) comes from a sequence of thirtyseven “haiku” and six haibun gathered in the middle
of Ashbery’s book A Wave (Viking, 1984). On first
reading them all, I thought that he wasn’t so much
an odd fit for haiku as no fit at all. His haiku are
one-liners ranging from 13 to 20 syllables. They defy
coherent reading, with disjointed images and syntax.
In such a short form, there is not even time for the
usual pools of meaning to gather as they do in his
longer poems. After repeated readings, I’m still not
comfortable with them.
The six haibun, though, are richer ground. “Haibun 1”
begins:
“Wanting to write something I could think only of my
own ideas,
though you surely have your separate, private being in
some place
I will never walk through. And then of the dismal space
between us,
filled though it may be with interesting objects, standing
around like
trees waiting to be discovered.”
				
(A Wave, p. 39)

Right off the bat, the poet talks about one of the key
things we wrestle with in haiku: breaking down the
dualistic relationship between subjectivity and the
objective world. At first he thinks that he cannot get
outside of his own head, and that he will never share a
total connection with the “you” in the poem because
of their separate subjective lives. Then he thinks of the
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outside world, “the dismal space between us, filled . .
. with interesting objects.” Most haiku poets wouldn’t
be caught dead referring to the rich world as a “dismal
space.” But to Ashbery at the beginning of this haibun,
the world is seen only as the space that distances him
from someone else. As the poem goes on, it seems
that the “someone else” is a lover. The poet beings to
invent a future life for the two together, and toward
the end of the poem they become one joined unit:
“we.” Once they come together, the world is no longer
a dismal space, but a bittersweet, poignant one: “It is
a frostbitten, brittle world but once you are inside it
you want to stay there always.”
In “Haibun 6,” Ashbery hits the subjective/
objective theme again, and makes an allusion to
Bashō’s most famous haiku:
“To be involved in every phase of directing, acting,
producing and so
one must be infinitely rewarding. Just as when a large,
fat, lazy frog hops
off his lily pad like a spitball propelled by a rubber band
and disappears
into the water of the pond with an enthusiastic plop. It
cannot be either
changed or improved upon. So too with many of life’s
little less-thanpleasurable experiences, like the rain that falls and falls
for so long that
no one can remember when it began . . .”
				
(A Wave, p. 44)
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After he describes the scene of Bashō’s haiku,Ashbery
offers what I think is a sincere recognition of Bashō’s
genius: “It [the scene of the frog jumping into the
pond] cannot be either changed or improved upon.”
By alluding to Bashō’s “old pond” haiku, Ashbery
is acknowledging how Bashō wisely captures that
moment without trying to change or improve it.
Ashbery ends “Haibun 6” with a beautiful sentiment
that can send us out into the world, looking for haiku:
“I believe that the rain never drowned sweeter, more
prosaic things than those we have here, now, and I
believe this is going to have to be enough.”
John Ashbery takes the haibun form and adapts it
to his own poetic exploration. Whereas we as haiku
poets are usually interested in observing the natural,
physical world, his interest as a poet has been to
observe the workings of the mind. As critic James
Applewhite writes, “[Ashbery’s] subject is the process
of the psyche, its verbal reactions, during its being
in the world,” (“John Ashbery,” p. 135). That sounds
too cerebral for haiku practice. But then again it also
sounds like Shunryu Suzuki’s advice about sitting
zazen — “you should not be bothered by the various
images you find in your mind. Let them come, and let
them go.” (Zen Mind, Beginner’s Mind, p. 32). Ashbery
chronicles that coming and going. And while his
haibun are radically different from what we usually
value in the form, they do show us another way to
reflect on one of the subjects at the heart of haiku
practice: the illusion of subject/object dualism.
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Ken Jones ✧ Wales

Finding the Heart of Haiku
The nature of haiku cannot be rightly understood until it is
realized that they imply a revolution in our everyday life and
ways of thinking — R.H.Blyth1

My belief in the above is affirmed whenever I turn
to Blyth’s and other good translations of the classical
haijin, by translations like Lucien Stryk’s Cage of
Fireflies: Modern Japanese Haiku,2 and in the work of a
number of gifted Western haiku poets. Sadly, it is at
variance with most of what is published in the leading
haiku journals on both sides of the Atlantic — or so
the preliminary inquiry reported at the end of this
paper would suggest.
Wherein lies the subtle mystery (yūgen) of those
haiku which give us a liberative sense of compassion
(mono no aware), and the feeling that, however painful
life may be, ultimately it is somehow . . . well, okay?
How is it that these precious few existential haiku
which we read in our magazines truly move us,
however lightly and in passing, whereas most offer
attractive word pictures here, a bit of a chuckle there,
and elsewhere some clever verbal footwork ?
These seem to me the most important questions
we can ask. And our response can change the way we
read and write haiku. In this essay I shall explain how
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some haiku achieve their liberative potential, and how
most do not (and probably do not aspire to do so).
Metaphorical Resonance
Liberative haiku offer a literal imagery which evokes
a resonance in the reader’s own experience of life.
The concrete and nonconceptual nature of the poem
implies an open and subtle metaphor which gives the
reader the emotional space to respond in his or her
own way. This is achieved through the textual device
of disjunction.3
The most common form of disjunction is created
by two (occasionally three) images juxtaposed as
contrasting poles of feeling. This resonates poignantly
in the reader’s mind, as if a tiny spark had leapt
between those two poles. Our customary perceptive
associations are momentarily fractured. It is as if for
an instant we lose our foothold in our conventional
reality. We experience that underlying existential
paradox which C.G. Jung believed was at the heart of
any spirituality, as the two contrasting images come
together in a single truth. This is something that
cannot be expressed by logic-chewing metaphysic
or by a poet telling us that that is how life really is.
Indeed, Blyth has claimed that “a great many haiku
tell us something that we have seen but not seen. They
do not give us a satori, an enlightenment. They show
us that we have had an enlightenment, had it often -and not recognised it.”4
The above description is matched by many others
in the literature of haiku. Thus, for George Marsh,
“what is special about haiku is its unique capacity to
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cut to the core with one swift, clean stroke, releasing
some metallic whiff of the quantum weirdness of
underlying reality.”5 Reference here is to a disjunction
that has a strength and depth sufficient to touch the
very nature of human existence. Sometimes this may
be done relatively explicitly, as in these three from
Bashō, Caroline Gourlay and Jim Norton, respectively:
travelling the world
tired looking doctor
to and fro, to and fro
holding my urine sample
harrowing the small field talks about Schubert
			
			
			

coughing —
and the stranger upstairs
coughs too

Here are three more subtly suggestive messages, from
vincent tripi, Alexis Rotella and A.A. Marcoff:
twilight . . .			
in the old tea house
filling the lamp		
			
			
			

mourning doves
they cry just loud		
and long enough

morning — somehow
& the quiet
of tea

There is quite a range here, too, from the following
awesome one by Buson to Leo Lavery’s endearing
reflection:
the ends of the warriors’ bows
“Peace among Men”
as they go, brushing
thinking about this sometimes
the dew		
while waiting for the bus
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Such examples stand at the high end of the spectrum of
disjunctive haiku. At the lower end of this continuum
although the device is still in place the quality of
the insight and the poetry are insufficient to ignite
much of a spark. If there is anything to enjoy at all it
may be no more than the imagery itself. Such haiku
are subsumed in the category of “Simple Imagery”
identified later in this essay.
Existential Imagistic Haiku
In addition to the above, there are also haiku which
achieve a similar existential depth solely or largely
through their imagery.
They offer a strong metaphorical resonance
through the startling freshness and originality of their
imagery, enhanced by contrasting elements (which
may even amount to light juxtaposition). There is
here a momentary awakening to the “suchness”, the
“just-so-ness”, the sono-mama, of things, or, as Bashō
put it, the “acceptance of all things as they are.”6 This
is a modest sharing of the mystic’s joy at seeing the
whole earth born anew, as if for the first time. Here
are examples by Bashō, Shiki and Dee Evetts:
how cold —
leek tips		
washed white
			
			
			

the wild geese take flight
low along the railway tracks
in the moonlit night

small town park;
he adjusts his spine
to the slatted bench

Sometimes the whole haiku resonates figuratively as
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an open metaphor. Here are three examples, by H.F.
Noyes, Saito Sanki and Buson, respectively on the
subtlety of friendship, the miseries of the world, and
the simplicity of death.
deserted night road —		
in silence getting to know
the man at the wheel		
			
			
			

those in line
watching the wind
sweep the earth

this is all there is
the path dies out
at the parsley bed

Existential imagistic haiku are arguably found
more in the Japanese tradition. Western examples
are less common, but always interesting because of
their elusive quality. These, also, lie at the top end of
a continuum, shading off into an uncertain middle
zone where reader responses will differ, and on down
into the much more numerous examples of “simple
imagery” and “is that all?”
Simple Imagery
From the above varieties, in which the resonance of
the open metaphor is expressed with an existentially
liberative penetration, we move to a second broad
category of haiku. These are much more numerous
in the West than the first category, and I term them
“Simple Imagery” haiku. Robert Spiess drew the
distinction when he wrote that “haiku artisans illustrate
or depict phenomena but haiku artists intimate the
deeper reality on which phenomena are based.”7 The
former can at best lighten our lives a little with some
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beautiful imagery, and they contribute the stock-intrade of Western haiku. Richard Gilbert, referring to
“The problem of the modern”, makes the following
indictment, which is well worth careful unwrapping
(my italics):
The (neo) classical Japanese haiku up to Masaoka Shiki
(1867-1902) has served as the aesthetic basis and standard
model for composition — historically such models have been
sought for validation. A main element of constraint acting
on haiku composition has emanated from Shiki’s nineteenth century Western-realist-inspired compositional
guidelines, though current practices have arrived through
dissimilar routes as well. Nonetheless, Shiki’s realist dicta for
the beginner-poet regarding the composition of shasei (“sketch
of life” haiku) predominate. As well, the century-old modern Japanese haiku tradition as it might be applied and
practiced in English-language has been inaccessible to
most poets writing in haiku, [and] has yet to be properly
integrated and valued in English-language composition
and thought. The era when English-language haiku itself
might be considered to provide an effective, autonomous
aesthetic basis has yet to arrive.3

However, it must not be supposed that the better
sort of “Simple Imagery” haiku are easy to compose.
Shiki envisaged a hard and lifelong apprenticeship in
order to develop the necessary power of perceptual
observation, to translate perception into poetry, and
to keep one’s own thoughts and feelings out of the
matter. Mastery of “Simple Imagery” will always be
the essential foundation for attaining the full potential
of haiku discussed earlier in this essay.
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Haiku of Closure
My two remaining categories are haiku of closure,
which are end-stopped for the reader. There may be
juxtaposition, but the metaphorical resonance arising
from disjunction is substantially absent. Metaphor
is closed, and all that remains for the reader is to
chuckle, or admire the ingenious contrivance. These
are haiku-with-attitude, in-your-face haiku. They
are assured therefore of an instant popularity in our
contemporary culture, and perhaps this is why editors
treat them so indulgently. One particular objection
to giving them house room in quality haiku journals
is that their presence there represents a failure to
maintain enough clear, still water between authentic
literary haiku and the purveyors of spam, who should
surely be denied any encouragement.
The first category is the haiku of contrived
cleverness, which range from the heartless comic
quip to the self-consciousness of willow-pattern
à la Japonaise. This is not to say that all ingeniously
humorous haiku and senryū necessarily fall into this
category. There are plenty of spontaneous, generous
and even compassionately humorous poems to prove
the contrary. Here are two likeable random examples,
from Steve Sanford and Fred Schofield:
that cricket he rescued
from the dishwasher
kept him awake all night

pressed for time
deciding on a car wash
rather than a hair cut

My second kind of haiku of closure are symbolic
haiku. I use the term symbolism here specifically to
refer to the use of images which represent ideas all too
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obviously. The poet invites the reader to admire, and
that’s all. For me, after enjoying a run of haiku infused
with metaphoric resonance, to stumble on a symbolic
haiku feels like being boxed in and hit over the head.
Readers interested in this experience should refer to
George Swede’s collection Almost Unseen.8 This is a
favourite of mine. It contains many fine haiku, but,
alas! also poems like these:
marital dispute		
I patch cracks		
in the cement		
			
			
			

last night’s bitterness
he adds twice the sugar
to his coffee

clothesline
the widow’s black lace panties
covered with frost

Like each of the other categories symbolic haiku lie
along a continuum which grows increasingly fuzzy,
depending on the eye of the beholder. At the opposite
end to undeniably heavy symbolism will be found
poems which for some readers may still appear too
explicitly symbolic whilst others may find in them
some open and intriguing metaphor.
A Statistical Inquiry
I have conducted three investigations into numbers
of Western and Japanese haiku falling into four
categories, as follows. (About a dozen haiku were
considered unclassifiable and omitted from the
survey). In the first category (E) are the existential
haiku of all kinds which give off a strong metaphoric
resonance as described earlier. Each offers some
small spark of revelation, some keenly felt insight.
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The other three categories are of simple imagery (I)
contrived cleverness (C) and heavy symbolism (S), as
defined above.
Each of these categories is, of course, not clearly
bounded; its identification is subjective and a matter
of perceived degree along a continuum. This
particularly applies to the first two categories, though
less so with the second two. Moreover my inquiry is
circumstantial and approximate, and aimed only at
yielding some gross conclusions.
My first two investigations involved placing into
one or other of the four categories all — or, in a few
cases, a random sample — of the freestanding haiku
appearing in recent issues of the journals Blithe Spirit,
Frogpond, Modern Haiku, and Presence.
The first investigation I conducted myself, covering
two recent issues of each of the above four journals,
and with a total count of 553 haiku. The percentage of
haiku falling into each category are shown in the first
line below:
E-9
E - 19

I - 68		
I - 39		

C - 14		
C - 24		

S-9
S - 18

The second line presents the overall percentage
findings returned by seven experienced and wellpublished haiku poets each of whom had taken the
whole or a random sample of the haiku contained
in one recent back number of the previously cited
journals. (using different issues from those in the first
investigation). This, of course, represents a more
consensual judgement than that in the upper line,
although fewer haiku were examined (469).
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An examination of the detailed findings (not shown
above) revealed no significant differences between
different issues of the same journal, between different
journals, or between British and American journals.
Because of the subjective nature of the exercise we are
only concerned with gross differences. Thus it would
seem reasonable to conclude that about a fifth of the
haiku regularly published in these four journals fall into
the existential category. And twice as many are haiku of
closure (categories C + S).
Let us turn now to the third investigation, that of
the comparable figures for Japanese haiku. This was
more makeshift than the previous two investigations,
and requires to be replicated on a larger scale. However,
the figures are sufficiently revealing to be worth quoting.
Below, the first line gives my percentage figures from a
scrutiny of all the poems in David Cobb’s British Museum
Haiku (2002). These comprise the work of eleven
nineteenth and twentieth century Japanese poets and
sixteen earlier haijin.
E - 67
E - 46

I - 32		
I - 43		

C - 1		
C - 8		

S-0
S-3

The second line above presents the percentage
findings of a very experienced haiku poet scrutinising
a collection of classic Japanese poems: A Haiku Garland
(translated by Peter Beilenson, and published by Peter
Pauper Press in 1968). This collector’s item is, of course,
a somewhat idiosyncratic choice. However, it was the
best collection we had to hand, and my friend did find
it usefully representative of the classic Japanese oeuvre.
The two collections are only approximately comparable,
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in that Cobb’s is shorter and more selective, with
the likelihood of a higher proportion of existential
haiku. Even so, the figures still probably suggest that
I was more likely to categorise a haiku as “existential”
than was my fellow scrutineer. All that being said,
however, we both agreed in finding remarkably few
Japanese haiku of closure, in strong contrast to the
two investigations of Western haiku. And we both
experienced about a half of the Japanese poems as
moving us existentially, as compared with a fifth in the
Western sample.
The main value of this rough-and-ready inquiry
lies in the support it gives to the view that too many
Western haiku are failing to achieve the full potential
of the genre, for here the evidence of my figures is
sufficiently strong to discount subjectivity. And there
is an even heavier Western preponderance in favour of
haiku of closure, “entertainment haiku” at the most
impoverished end of our haiku spectrum. Readers are
invited to make their own investigation to test these
claims.
In preparing this paper I have been encouraged by
several writers who have voiced similar concerns. The
most recent is Lee Gurga, and the following quotation
well summarises the thrust of my argument.
It is in cultivating spiritually exalted states of mind
. . . that haiku offers us something that is available nowhere else in our culture. The aesthetic ideals of haiku
are not uniquely associated with Zen; aspects of them
can be found in almost any spiritual tradition. Haiku
offers humankind some alternative to the postmodern
anthropocentric, narcissistic culture of our times.9
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Paul Miller ✧ United States

In Defense of Craft
I am suspicious of any haiku poet who claims to
write solely and purely from direct experience. This
is not to say that all haiku poems are fictitious, but
I believe a large percentage (over 60%) are.1 Further
I would add that some of the strongest work done
by the haiku community is found in that percentage.
When I say fictitious, I am referring to haiku that are
inspired by memories, remembered phrases, the poet’s
imagination, lines of other poems, etc., or that are a
construct of half truth and half fiction. Yet whenever
I hear someone explain the origins of a poem, there is
always a genesis story involving an actual, epiphanous
experience that was jotted down suddenly in that
particular moment. One rarely hears of any creative
activity on the part of the poet. This is due to a bias
against the use of imagination in haiku, known more
commonly by the derogatory term “desk haiku.”
This bias is understandable. James Hackett, one of
the founding figures of the global haiku community,
offered in his advice to writing haiku: “Write about
nature just as it is . . . be true to life!”2 Masaoka Shiki
advised that haiku “must be grounded in reality.”3 His
successor, Takahama Kyoshi, advocated kyakkan shasei
(objective sketch)4 as an extension on Shiki’s own
shasei (sketch from life).5 But in most cases, Shiki’s
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especially, these tips have been taken out of the context
of a larger poetic theory.
That imagination has been so oft ignored as a subject
is surprising considering its strong history in haiku. All
of the Masters played loosely with the facts at times.
Kobayashi Issa’s poem:
		
		
		

a lord
forced off his horse
cherry blossoms6

written with the prescript ‘Ueno’ was actually “composed
in Shinano Province during a snowy second month in
1810.”7 Matsuo Bashō’s poem:
		
		
		

how piteous
under the helmet
a cricket8

was written upon seeing the displayed helmet of Saito
Sanemori. Even Masaoka Shiki included ‘selective
realism’ — the creative selection or rearrangement of
elements — as the second stage of his three stages of
haiku development.9
However, whether poets take liberties with the truth
is not my concern here. I am more concerned with the
propagation of this bias considering how much is known
about the history of imagination in haiku. First off, a
distinction needs to be made between poems that are
obviously fantastical, or that were written in play as part
of a linked verse, and those that might be perceived as
having a realistic genesis.
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		 Princess Saho
		 with the coming of spring
		 stands pissing
				
Sokan10 		
		 by the road
		 a rose mallow . . . it has been
		 eaten by my horse!
				
Bashō11
The first poem, an obvious fantasy, contains a reference
to a mythical goddess of spring. These types of poems
are often less emotive to the reader because of the
inherent distance between the poem and the reader.
This is because either the subject is fantastical and thus
emotionally inaccessible, or because it is part of a renku
and thus carries all the intellectual baggage linked verses
carry. Since these poems are typically composed around a
table, no one expects truth from the poet. Any discussion
of the poem’s realistic origins is moot. For similar reasons
derivatives such as SciFaiku fail — because they are solely
accessible by the reader in an intellectual way.
The second haiku, which can be perceived as having a
realistic genesis, is the kind people split hairs over. These
haiku are meant to be realistic with minimal distance
between the poet and the reader. Some, myself included,
will argue that strong sensual memories can easily stand in
for direct, recent experience. Of course, an experienced
moment is a moment with the potential to be better
realized in poetry, but I have stood on a beach on a windy
eve enough times to write about it in its absence. We
are talking about an art form here; this is where craft
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comes into play. Others would argue that there are
acceptable degrees of using memory and imagination.
The rest would accept only moments perceived in
the now, written down quickly and precisely, and left
unedited for content as true haiku. To the reader, this
hair-splitting is academic.
Ogiwara Seisensui is reported to have described
haiku as a circle: one half to be completed by the poet,
the other half by the reader. I prefer to think of haiku
poets as tailors whose job it is to make a custom suit
for a special occasion. The tailor wants the suit to be
comfortable enough for the customer to stretch out
and enjoy themselves in, but not so large that the suit
ceases to serve a particular purpose. This is a suit that
can’t be worn to any other occasion; it must fit that
particular occasion’s specifications. But in the end, it
is the customer who has to actually wear the suit. If
the material came from Argentina instead of Scotland,
the customer won’t know unless they are told of the
fact, and realistically won’t care. All they care about is
the finished product and how it fits.
In haiku, the reader determines the authenticity
of a poem, and they do so not by validating the poet’s
actual experience, but by how emotionally accessible
and realistic the poem is to them. It is this fact that
makes the origin, or at least the genesis story, of a poem
pointless. An imagined poetical moment, well crafted,
can convey the deepest of emotions. Likewise, a poet
could write the truest thing there is, but if the reader
cannot comfortably and believably access it, it means
nothing.
A good example is Yōsa Buson in his poem:
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this piercing cold —
in the bedroom, I have stepped
on my dead wife’s comb12

This is an eerie poem that immediately brings to my
mind the colloquialism, “step on a crack, break your
mother’s back.” While it is improbable that Buson
knew of this phrase, there is a naturally strong parallel
between a comb and our skeletal bodies. We can
easily imagine the sharp, cracking sound as the teeth
break — a visceral image we feel right down our spine.
Yet, as Makoto Ueda tells us in his book The Path of
the Flowering Thorn, Buson’s wife Tomo was very much
alive and would in fact outlive him by more than thirty
years. But is this fact important when experiencing
the poem?
I have spoken to exceptional poets who have
written a poem, realized it would be much more
effective if tweaked somehow, who then changed the
season, the kind of bird, the time of day, etc. . . . While
we don’t know the details of how Buson came to
compose his poem, I wonder if he didn’t simply tread
on his wife’s comb one day, make the connection with
the human body, and think to add ‘dead’ for dramatic
effect.
		 I bite into a persimmon
		 and a bell resounds—
		 Horyuji
				
Shiki13

Shiki’s poem is an example of his ‘selective realism’
stage, and is easily accessible to the reader as an
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emotionally penetrating scene. The lingering sound of a
bell is well matched to the lingering taste of the fruit. That
the bell he heard was actually that of the Todaiji Temple is
unimportant. Horyuji, with its famous persimmon trees,
is a stronger setting. Does this creative change subtract
from the power of the poem? To the contrary, it increases
it.
As we have seen, while some of the poems of the
Master’s are technically lies, that fact is irrelevant to the
reader’s interpretation and acceptance of a poem. A reader
can either access a poem or they can’t. The poem must
stand on its own. The reader knows they cannot count
on the author or a biographer for missing background
information. They have to determine the authenticity of
the poem by their comfort with it—from how well the
suit fits them.
If the origin of a poem is irrelevant to the reader’s
interpretation, what purpose could a bias against
imaginative haiku serve? I think it a fair argument that
nearly all haiku poets are not masters so such examples
as shown above might be inappropriate. Furthermore, a
poem rendered from a remembered scene may not have
the same effective tactile impressions one would have
gotten from standing in the middle of it. However, these
are details of experience and craft, not origination. And
therein lies the answer. The bias against imagined or desk
haiku is not really related to the originating facts, but
instead related to the craftsman — the poet.
That we would disguise this fact, whether consciously
or not, is understandable. Haiku are very personal poems
because they are about ourselves and our daily interactions
with the world. They are a record of our experiences,
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viewpoints, and intimate beliefs. Ogiwara Seisensui
“felt that haiku should be an impression of one’s inner
experiences . . .”14 There is a large part of the poet in
each poem.
But how can a reader critique a haiku without
offending something that is so innately tied to the poet?
Rather than make a negative judgment about a poet’s
creation, and by implication their invested emotions
(not to mention their poetic skills), the reader takes
it out on the raw material: the scene — something the
writer has no control of, something they can’t feel
hurt over. It’s a polite way of telling the poet, I didn’t
get anything from the poem, but it’s not your fault.
Imagine if you didn’t like Buson’s poem yet his wife
had actually died. Could you ever approach him to tell
him that it was a poor poem and perhaps a bit heavy
handed? And by the way, sorry about your wife. Of
course not. But because she was alive, you could easily
suggest that it felt false and overly dramatic because
it was false.
While this is a small kindness, it is not particularly
helpful to the poet because in the majority of cases
this isn’t unfinished work that they are presenting, but
poems that they feel are fully realized. But without
honest feedback, the poet won’t see their failures. This
kind of empty critique gives both the critic and the
poet an unhealthy, automatic out. Nor is it especially
good for the community. One of the reasons the
mainstream poetic community doesn’t take the haiku
community seriously is that we are too kind in our
criticism of ourselves.
As a final thought: blaming the scene for any of our
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failures implies that we were simply trying to recreate the
scene, nothing more. While that is the first step of Shiki’s
three stages of haiku development, if the reader doesn’t
believe the scene, then the poet (not the scene) has still
failed. We should be accountable for our work and take
our lumps when it fails.
__________
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2. James Hackett, The Way of Haiku, Japan Publications Inc, Tokyo, 1969, p. 251
3. Janine Beichman, Masaoka Shiki: His Life and Works, Cheng & Tsui, Boston,
2002, p. 31.
4. Susumu Takiguchi, Kyoshi: A Haiku Master, Ami-Net International Press,
Oxfordshire, 1997, p. 30.
5. Beichman, op. cit., p. 54.
6. David Lanoue, Haiku of Kobayashi Issa Website, http://webusers.xula.edu/
dlanoue/issa/.
7. Ibid.
8. Makoto Ueda, Basho and his Interpreters, Stanford University Press, Stanford,
1997, p. 265.
9. Lee Gurga, “Toward an Aesthetic for English-Language Haiku,” Modern
Haiku XXXI.3, 2000, p. 62.
10. Haruo Shirane, Traces of Dream, Stanford University Press, Stanford, 1998,
p. 53.
11. Ueda, op. cit., p. 105.
12. Makoto Ueda, The Path of the Flowering Thorn, Stanford University Press,
Stanford, 1998, p. 117.
13. Beichman, op. cit., p. 53
14. John Stevens, Mountain Tasting, Weatherhill, New York, 1991, p. 11.
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Gary Snyder ✧ United States

The Path to Matsuyama
I was from a proud, somewhat educated farming
and working family. After finishing college I went
back to work. I went into the National Forests to be
an isolated fire lookout living in a tiny cabin on the
top of a peak. I worked as a summertime firefighter
and wilderness ranger, and then spent winters in San
Francisco to be closer to a community of writers.
I discovered the four-volume set of haiku
translations by R.H. Blyth that now we all know so
well. Reading the four Blyth volumes gave me my first
clear sense of the marvelous power of haiku. (The
other reading of that era that helped shape my life was
books by D.T. Suzuki.) I lived with Blyth’s translations
for a long time, and began to be able to see our North
American landscapes in the light of haiku sensibility
(which of course includes the human.) When I ran
across Bashō’s great instruction “To learn of the pine
tree, go to the pine” my path was set.
In the fall of 1953 I moved to Berkeley and entered
as a graduate student in East Asian Languages at
the University of California. I read Chinese poetry
with Dr. Chen Shih-hsiang and translated poems of
the Chinese Zen poet Han-shan/Kanzan. I studied
Japanese with Dr. Donald Shively.
This was 1954. Through Dr. Shively I got to know
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the formidable American Buddhist scholar Ruth F.
Sasaki, who had been married to the Japanese Zen
Master Sasaki Shigetsu. They had met before World
War II when he was teaching Rinzai Zen in a little
zendō in New York City. He died during the war. Mrs.
Sasaki returned to Kyoto after the war to continue
her Zen training with Sasaki Shigetsu’s Dharma
brother Gotō Zuigan Roshi. She was also hard at work
translating and publishing Zen texts. She offered to
help me get to Kyoto, saying that it would deepen my
knowledge of Japanese and Chinese, and give me an
opportunity for first-hand Rinzai Zen practice. Just as
I was preparing to leave the West Coast I got involved
with the literary circles that are now remembered as
the “Beat Generation” in San Francisco. I participated
in poetry readings and had some minor publications.
Those early poems already show the influence of
haiku with strong short verses contained within longer
poems. This was a strategy that came to me through
W.C. Williams and Ezra Pound.
I first arrived in Japan in May of 1956. Exposure
to Buddhist scholars and translators soon brought me
to the Zenrinkushū, that remarkable anthology of bits
and pieces of Chinese poetry plus a number of folk
proverbs as they became used within the Zen world
as part of the training dialog. If one was looking at
the possibilities of “short poems” the Zenrinkushū
practice of breaking up Chinese poems would
certainly have to be included. R.H. Blyth famously
said “The Zenrinkushū is Chinese poetry on its way to
becoming haiku.” Maybe it is that somebody — one of
the old Zen monk editors — realized that practically
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all poems are too long and that they’d be better if they
were cut up. So he cut up hundreds of Chinese poems
and came out with new, shorter poems! I now know
I was extremely fortunate to have been exposed to
the elegant “Zen culture” aspects of Kyoto. But as I
traveled around Japan I came to thoroughly appreciate
popular culture, ordinary people’s lives, and the brave
irreverent progressive vitality of postwar Japanese
life. I realized that the spirit of haiku comes as
much from that daily-life spirit as it does from “high
culture” — and still, haiku is totally refined.
One of my friends from early Kyoto days was
Dr. Burton Watson. He was on Mrs. Ruth Sasaki’s
translation team at Daitōku-ji in the late fifties,
working on Zen texts, as well as his own projects. I
joined that team as an assistant. He has lived in Japan
almost continuously since that time, maintaining
affiliations with Columbia University. He is without
question the world’s premier translator from both
Chinese and Japanese into English. Only long years
of friendship allow me to call him Burt. Though I had
read translations of Shiki before, it was Dr. Watson’s
versions of Shiki published by Columbia University
Press in 1997 that enabled me to fully appreciate
him. Janine Beichman wrote Masaoka Shiki: His Life
and Works, first published in 1982, but I didn’t read
Beichman’s book until after my exciting exposure
to Shiki through Dr. Watson. We English/American
language speakers are fortunate to have these two
excellent books to give us access to a man who was
a giant in the world of haiku poetry. (Watson did a
volume of translations of another poet of Matsuyama
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City, Taneda Santōka, that was also published by
Columbia University Press, in 2003. It is titled For All
My Walking. It is a Walking delightful volume.)
I continued to live and study in Kyoto until 1968.
My ability to speak and read Japanese improved a bit,
though I am still embarrassed by how clumsy I am
with this elegant language. I managed to read haiku in
the original just enough to comprehend that the power
of haiku poetry is not only from clear images, or vivid
presentation of the moment, or transcendent insight
into nature and the world, but in a marvelous creative
play with the language. Poetry always comes down to
language — if the choice of words, the tricks of the
syntax, are not exactly right, whatever other virtues a
piece of writing might have, it is not a poem. (These
are the standards we apply to poetry in each our own
language. Poems in translation of course can not be
judged this way. “Images” however are translatable.)
I returned to North America in 1968 (Some of us
prefer to call it “Turtle Island” after Native American
creation stories). In 1970 I moved with my family to
a remote plot of forest land in the Sierra Nevada at
the 1,000-meter elevation — pine and oak woods. We
built a house and have made that our home base ever
since.
Having a “home base” for my wife and family
made it possible to go on periodic trips over the years
doing lectures, readings, and workshops. Honoring
the haiku sensibility, I look for what would be the
seasonal signals, kigo, in our Mediterranean middleelevation Sierra mountain landscape. What xeric
aromatic herbs and flowers, what birds, what weather
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signals, will we find? They are different from Japan. I
read translations of the myths and tales of the Native
people who once lived where I live now, from the
Nisenan language (which is no longer spoken) and
I can see how much they valued the magic of the
woodpecker, the sly character of fox, and the trickster
coyote. High-flying migratory sandhill cranes pass
north and south in the spring and in the fall directly
over my house. They have been doing this for at least
a million years.
The Euro-, African-, and Asian-Americans are just
a little more than 200 years on the west coast of North
America, and it will be several centuries yet before
our poetic vocabulary matches the land. The haiku
tradition gives us the pointers that we need to begin
this process, which will be part of making a culture
and a home in North America (and I hope eventually,
for all people, a home on planet earth) for the long
future ahead.
The ancient Buddhist teaching of non-harming
and respect for all of nature, (which is quietly present
within the haiku tradition) is an ethical precept we
are in greater need of now than ever, as the explosive
energy of the modern industrial world pushes
relentlessly toward an endless exploitation of all the
resources of the planet.
Now I want to go back to talking about how
Japanese haiku poetry has been discovered worldwide. Up till now I have been speaking of haiku as
it exists in Japan from early times up to the present.
Though haiku may be considered old fashioned and
conservative by some people in Japan, in the rest of
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the world it is received as fresh, new, experimental,
youthful and playful, unpretentious, and available to
students and beginners who want to try out a poetic
way of speaking.
As we all know there’s scarcely a literate culture
on earth that doesn’t have some translations of
Japanese haiku in its poetry anthologies. From this,
an international non-Japanese haiku movement has
begun, which takes the idea of haiku hundreds of
new directions. School teachers in Denmark, Italy,
or California have no hesitation giving translations
of Japanese haiku to their students, and then also
reading locally-written brief poems to them, telling
the children to look around, see what they see, have
a thought, make an image, and write their own brief
poem. Children everywhere are learning about poetry
and themselves just this way. Though this may not
be entirely true to the haiku tradition itself, it is of
immense value to young people to have their language
and imagination liberated. Short poems and haiku
inspire them more than the usual English or Europeanlanguage poetry which always seems (to children)
either too metrical and formal or too modern and
experimental.
The haiku tradition is now part of a world-wide
experimental movement in freshly teaching poetry in
the schools. This is another reason to celebrate haiku.
As a teacher in the graduate creative writing program
at the University of California at Davis, I taught the
haiku tradition to older students on a serious poetrywriting track, using Robert Hass’s superb book The
Essential Haiku, and it was as surprising and useful to
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these sophisticated young adults as to any schoolchild.
Haiku amazingly reaches every class, every age.
Eventually somehow I became known as a poet.
My poetic work has had many influences: ScotchEnglish traditional ballads and folksongs, William
Blake, Classical Chinese poetry, Walt Whitman,
Robinson Jeffers, Ezra Pound, Native American songs
and poems, haiku, Noh drama, Zen sayings, Federico
Garcia Lorca, and much more. The influence from
haiku and from the Chinese is, I think, the deepest,
but I rarely talk about it. Though not a “haiku poet” I
have written a number of brief poems, some of which
may approach the haiku aesthetic. They also fit into
a larger project which I call “Mountains and Rivers
Without End” in which I am searching for ways to
talk about the natural landscapes and old myths and
stories of the whole planet. I am sure I have bitten
off far too much, and my poetry might be better if
someone just cut it up into little pieces.
Over the years I have made many trips to Japan,
and continued to learn from contemporary Japanese
poets, especially Tanikawa Shuntarō, Ōoka Makoto,
and Sakaki Nanao — Nanao is a truly unique figure.
The contemporary Korean poet Ko Un’s very
short Zen (Korean Son)–inspired poems are hugely
pleasurable and very subtle. I enjoyed getting to know
the haiku of Dr. Arima Akito through the translations
of Miyashita Emiko and Lee Gurga.
Before I wind this up, I want to share with you the
pleasure I take in a just a few of Masaoka Shiki’s haiku
(I could cite many more). For example,
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inazuma ya tarai no soko no wasure-mizu
		
		
		

Lightning flash —
in the bottom of the basin,
water someone forgot to throw out

— which I remember almost every time I bend over
and wash my face, hoping for a flash of light! — and,
yuki nokoru itadaki hitotsu kuni-zakai
		
		
		

A single peak,
snow still on it —
that’s where the province ends

because from where I live (which is in the mountains
of California) there is a mountain not too far to the
east forever with springtime snow. I always think
“beyond that is the desert state of Nevada” — and
remember Shiki. But perhaps most interesting for me
is this:
nehanzō hotoke hitori waraikeri
		
		
		

Picture of the Buddha
Entering Nirvana
One person is laughing !

When I was a Zen student in Kyoto my teacher
once gave me a little testing koan which was “In
the Buddha’s Nirvana-picture, everyone is crying.
Why are they crying?” Some years later I find Shiki’s
nehanzō haiku and I can never stop laughing. What a
fresh mind he had! (All the above translations are by
Burton Watson.)
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To finish up: Yves Bonnefoy in his excellent
presentation here in 2000 said that we in the Occident
are not experiencing “a kind of haiku fashion” but an
awakening to a necessary and fundamental reference,
which can only remain at the center of Western
poetic thought.” And he goes on to say, that all these
exchanges are for the “greater good of poetry, which
is our common good and one of the few means that
remain for preserving society from the dangers that
beset it.”
It is quite to be expected that Mr. Bonnefoy and
myself, French and American, each in our own way,
invoke haiku as a benefit and a value in matters of
the troubled world today. People are always asking
“what’s the use of poetry?” The mystery of language,
the poetic imagination, and the mind of compassion,
are roughly one and the same, and through poetry
perhaps they can keep guiding the world toward
occasional moments of peace, gratitude, and delight.
One hesitates to ask for more.
On Receiving the Masaoka Shiki International Haiku Grand Prize from the Ehime
Cultural Foundation, in Matsuyama City, Japan, November 7, 2004
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Ruth Yarrow ✧ United States

Haiku Awareness in Wartime
On a drizzly December 4, forty poets attending the
Haiku Society of America meeting in Redmond,
Washington, considered these questions: Are we (the
haiku community) writing effective haiku about the
present war in Iraq? If so, how are we accomplishing
this?
Those attending first answered these quick survey
questions by raising their hands:
Do you feel your haiku spring from emotions you have,
however fleeting?
(Apparently all 40 people present.)
Do you feel emotions about the war in Iraq?
(Again, apparently everyone.)
Have you written haiku about the war in Iraq?
(About a dozen people.)
Have you submitted them for publication?
(About eight people.)
Have you had haiku published on this topic?
(Four people.)

Why are we writing and publishing so few poems
about this war when we have strong feelings about it,
and when it permeates our news media and our world?
We considered half a dozen reasons.
Perhaps editors don’t select our war-focused
submissions. For example, a judge of Seattle Poetry on
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the Buses said that my haiku about a Hiroshima Day
ceremony had almost been selected but was deemed
too political:
		
		
		

above her paper boat
the blind girl’s lighted face
floats in the dusk1

But from our brief survey, the main reason we see
very few haiku on the Iraq war may be that we aren’t
writing many. I looked through issues of Frogpond,
Modern Haiku, The Heron’s Nest and RAW NerVZ since
9/11 and found about 40 out of over 5,000, or less than
1%, written about the war.
Could it be that we avoid this topic because we
want to avoid the emotions it evokes, including grief,
fear, guilt, anger and horror? But many beautiful haiku
are written about exactly these emotions — about
grief at the loss of loved ones, guilt and anger about
divorce, and much more.
Could it be that we write little about the Iraq
war because we have little direct experience with it?
Possibly. But Dee Evetts notes in his Frogpond article
a year after 9/11 that he had found hundreds of haiku
written2 about 9/11 and surely many of those poets had
no direct experience with that event.
Could it be that the media, with its live coverage
of collapsing towers and poignant stories of the 9/11
victims’ families, makes it easier to empathize with
the three thousand who perished in that horror than
the more than one hundred thousand Iraqi civilians
who have so far died in the horrors of the Iraq
war?3 Certainly the language of our media insulates
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us: Americans shooting people from rooftops are
called sharp shooters while Iraqis are called snipers;
American deaths are called casualties while Iraqi
deaths are often dismissed as collateral damage.
Could it be that many of us are also insulated
from the war because the haiku community is largely
middle class and white, and so has fewer young loved
ones entering the military? Could it be that the size,
wealth and power of our nation insulates us from an
awareness of the war?
Or is there something in our American culture
that makes us feel uncomfortable writing about war
since it feels political? In contrast to other countries
with rich traditions of political poetry, some poets
have commented on a separation of politics and
poetry in the United States. Robert Bly says: “Why
then have so few American poets penetrated to
any reality in our political life? I think one reason
is that political concerns and inward concerns have
always been regarded in our tradition as opposites,
even incompatibles . . . The poet’s main job is to
penetrate that husk around the American psyche,
and since that psyche is inside him too, the writing of
political poetry is like the writing of personal poetry,
a sudden drive by the poet inward.”4 Denise Levertov
notes: “The suspicion with which political or social
content is often regarded . . . arises from a narrow and
often mistaken idea of the poem as always a private
expression of emotion.”5 Carolyn Forché states: “There
is no such thing as non-political poetry”6 with which
our fellow haijin Marlene Mountain agrees, saying
haiku is already in the political realm.7 According to
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these poets, writing poetry that springs from our
feelings about political issues is not only legitimate
but inevitable.
American poets may be more frequently writing
about war. In 2003 Sam Hamill, invited by Laura Bush
to a White House symposium on “Poetry and the
American Voice,” had just read President Bush’s plan
for saturation bombing of Iraq. Hamill’s response
was to ask fellow poets to submit a poem to his Poets
Against the War website. An overwhelming 11,000
poets sent their work between late January and the
end of February; the symposium was called off. “Never
before in recorded history have so many poets spoken
in a single chorus,” Hamill concludes.8
It is a challenge to write from particular experiences
related to war so that the poem doesn’t shout like a
bumper sticker but reverberates like haiku. As Robert
Bly says, “The true political poem does not order us
either to take any specific acts; like the personal poem,
it moves us to deeper awareness.”9
All of the above reasons may be part of the answer
to why the haiku community has written and published
so few haiku on the war in Iraq. We may avoid this
emotionally heavy topic, and may feel we have little
direct experience. The media, our economic and racial
privilege, the size, wealth and power of our country, all
may insulate us from the war. Our culture may foster
a separation of political issues and poetry though this
may be changing, and good poetry about such issues is
not easy to write.
Despite all these hurdles, some powerful haiku on
war in general and this present war in particular are
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appearing. So let’s consider the second question: How
do our fellow haiku poets accomplish this?
Some, who write from direct experience in the
military, use their five senses. Ty Hadman writes of
Vietnam so we can feel the fear through his skin:
		
		
		

Rainsoaked and cold
Without moving an inch
I let the warm urine flow10

Edward Tick gives us a glimpse of a civilian caught in
the Vietnam war. Note how he juxtaposes the color
and texture of the horror of war with normal life:
		
		
		

Village graybeard
stump oozing
stirring white rice11

Even if we don’t experience war directly, we feel its
long shadow on those we love. Nick Virgilio expressed
deep grief about losing his brother in Vietnam:
		
		
		

beyond the park bench
carved with hearts and initials
the war monument12

We can feel the contrast between the uneven carving
in warm wood and the rigid engraving in cold stone.
Here Virgilio gives us an unsettling juxtaposition of
two strong light sources:
		
		
		

into the blinding sun . . .
the funeral procession’s
glaring headlights13
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Chuck Brickley’s moment of awareness of war
quietly explodes in his poem:
		
		
		

on his youth in Japan
my neighbor falls silent . . .
the clear summer sky14

Let’s turn to recent haiku, apparently sprouting
from awareness of the Iraq war. Many of us opposed
this war; here are a few from my efforts:
		
		
		

windy peace vigil
curved over the candle flame
his whole self15

		
		
		

candlelight procession
the night before the war
wax congeals on asphalt16

		
		
		

against the wind
we hold the peace banner
our spines straighten17

Some have written of their awareness of trying to dull
their awareness of what is happening:
		 the latest war news
		 I drink my whisky
		 straight
			
Carla Sari18
		
		 channel surfing
		 fleeing
		 the fall of baghdad
			
Karen Klein19
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We look for solace:
		 talk of war
		 our teenage son
		 allows a hug
			
Joann Klontz20
		 a war is on
		yet
		 the little birds
			
Yves Gerbal21

We express our unease at how distant and unreal this
Iraq war feels:
		NPR
		 between reports of war
		 snippets of Bach
			
Yvonne Hardenbrook22
		 talk of the war
		 a spider shedding
		 its pale replica
			
Cherie Hunter Day23
		soldier
		 between boredom and worry
		 mother
			
Merrill Ann Gonzales24

Because of body armor in this war, compared to
Vietnam, many lives will be saved but increased
numbers are returning with serious injuries.25
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		 medal for valor
		 quadriplegic marine
		 unable to salute
			
Joyce Walker Currier26
		 Amputee vet . . .
		 gone are the hands she loved
		 to have touch her
			
Scott Galasso27

These haiku hint at the heavy psychological burden
of not being able to talk about the horrors they have
experienced:
		 Veteran’s day:
		 combat boots filled
		 with closet darkness
			
Joyce Walker Currier28
		 war veteran
		 somewhere
		 his scar
			
Yvonne Cabalona29

We often depend on direct experience to jolt our
awareness into haiku. But some with deep empathy
can write from less immediate experience such as
photos of the distant war. From the April 7, 2003,
issue of Time, Dean Summers wrote this sequence:
		
		
		

field of battle
how white the gloves
the medics wear
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a hand on the stretcher
a hand on the sling
of his rifle

		
		
		

scorched earth
the convoy leaves behind
the form of a man

		
		
		

sandstorm
for this the young marine
hides his face

		
		
		

children and fathers
their smiles for the soldiers
not the same

		
		
		

a woman’s anguish
in her arms
something bundled up

		
		
		

bright, spring morning
in the rocks above the village
a sniper adjusts his scope

		
		
		

his eyes so big
the little boy
in the crosshairs

What makes these haiku so powerful? They put
that scope, those crosshairs, on a moment of awareness
in the war. Based on empathy, they hold emotion as
big as a small boy’s eyes. They are set on our earth,
with its sand and rocks and spring sunshine. And
they throb with the contrast between the ominous
impersonal threat of death and the love and longing
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of our fellow humans.
I think we have a growing haiku awareness in
wartime.
__________
1. Modern Haiku 14.3, 1983.
2. Dee Evetts, “The Conscious Eye, Frogpond 25.3, 2002.
3. NewScientist.com new service, October 29, 2004, Civilian death toll in Iraq
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divorce” Shiki January 2005, “blackout” Modern Haiku 36.1, “father’s day” The Heron’s Nest VII.2, “stranger
danger” “Paper Dreams” Frogpond XXVIII.2, “Visiting Day” contemporary haibun 6; Bell—“Tempo” Mariposa
13; Berry—“fundraiser” Frogpond XXVIII.3, “estate sale” “stray” A to Zazen; Blaine—“baby clothes” Frogpond
XXVIII.1; Boyer—“summer afternoon” Frogpond XXVIII.2; Brady—“behind the old man” Haiku Canada
Newsletter XVIII.2; Brydges-Jones—“lung x-ray” NZ Poetry Society Contest 2005; Buettner—“after
arguing” South by Southeast 12.2, “unraveling back” Blithe Spirit XV.2, “Cloud in the Water” “The Light Obscured”
contemporary haibun 6; Chang—“corporate parking lot” Hermitage 2; Chula—“fifteen rocks” Modern Haiku
36.2; Clausen—“just oatmeal” Upstate Dim Sum 2005/I, “my mistakes” Frogpond XXVIII.3; Close—“winter
night” Modern Haiku 36.1; Cobb—“moonlit swim” Shiki Contest 2005; Colón—“autumn downpour” The
Heron’s Nest VII.2, “Paper Dreams” Frogpond XXVIII:2; Compton—“Paper Dreams” Frogpond XXVIII:2;
Cudney—“consolation” contemporary haibun online 1:2; Cullen—“learning to sleep alone” Frogpond XXVIII:3;
Day—“a splinter” Modern Haiku 36.3; Deodhar—“The Dark” Modern Haiku 36.3; Detheridge—“emptying
his ashes” snow still falls from the branches; Dorsty—“morning prayers” bottle rockets 13; Estevez—“weighing his
words” A New Resonance 4; Evans, A.—“Bloom on Wild Plum” Blithe Spirit 14.4; Evans, J.—“Window Washer”
contemporary haibun 6; Evetts—“The Hill” Frogpond XXVIII.2; Feingold—“sunrise at the lodge” bottle rockets 12;
Forges-Ryan—“re-reading the Iliad” A-Bomb Contest 2005; Forrester—“spring breeze” Frogpond XXVIII.1;
Fowler—“the rainline” Frogpond XXVIII.1; Fraser—“mastectomy” Mayfly 39; Gallagher, D.—“slip of the
tongue” RAW NerVZ X:3, “sunflowers” The Haiku Calendar 2005, “A-Bomb day” Modern Haiku 36.1; Gallagher,
P.—“attic diary” Mariposa 12; Gannam—“reaading my poems” A New Resonance 4; George—“high on the
falls” snapshots 10; Gershator—“new boy in town” The Heron’s Nest VII:4, “Wat Po” Frogpond XXVIII.2;
Giacalone—“that little grunt” Frogpond XXVIII.3; Gilli—“river scent” snapshots 10; Golas—“postpartum”
Roadrunner 1.3; Grayson—“Halloween party” Frogpond XXVIII.3, “Glossy Black Painting” Mariposa 13;
Gurga—“Haiku Worth Reading” Frogpond XXVIII.1; Hacanis—“letting one moth out” Modern Haiku 36.1;
Hawkes—“heat wave” The Heron’s Nest VII.4, “snowy day” The Heron’s Nest VII.2; Herold—“crossing a stream”
Tracing the Fern, “An Acorn” Hermitage 2; Hewitt—“under the same tree” snapshots 10; Hind—“payphone” bottle
rockets 12; Hockensmith—“Outside the Lines” South by Southeast 12.2; Hollingsworth—“new year” Mariposa
13, “nursing home” A New Resonance 4, “sandpiper” Shiki Contest 2005; Hotham—“warm night” The Heron’s
Nest VII.2; Jaiye—“Learning Curve” contemporary haibun 6; James—“storm clouds” The Heron’s Nest VII.4;
Johansson—“cold Sunday” Roadrunner 1.2; Johnson—“August heat” Modern Haiku 36.2; Jones—“Finding
the Heart of Haiku” Blithe Spirit 15.1; Kacian—“the voices” Tracing the Fern, “road washed out” bottle rockets
13, “flurries” White Lotus 1, “miles out at sea” contemporary haibun 6, “the fire” Modern Haiku 36.3, “Haiku
Journey” The Connecticut Review XXVII.2, “he’s here” Mariposa 12; Karkow—“Twilight Deepens” Frogpond
XXVIII.2; Ketchek—“hip flask” Frogpond XXVIII.3, “cancer ward” Modern Haiku 36.3; Kinory—“in my
wallet” Mayfly 37; Klontz—“returning geese” Hermitage 2; Kolodji—“wind in the forecast” Frogpond XXVIII.2;
Kombiyil—“The Parting of the Sun and Moon” contemporary haibun online 1.1; Kusch—“catching up with me”
South by Southeast 12.2; Lambert—“partial rainbow” Mariposa 12; Larsson—“flies on the floor” The Heron’s
Nest VII.4; LaVallée—“some dimes” Frogpond XXVIII.2; LeBel—“ceremony” contemporary haibun online 1.1;
Léger—“Still Life, Part 1” contemporary haibun 6; Lilly—“Deepening snowfall” snapshots 10; Lippy—“a stubborn
wrinkle” Acorn 15, “the twists” RAW NerVZ X.3; Ljuticki—“Thunder” Ito-En Contest 2005; Lucas—“all the
departure times” Drevniok Contest 2005; Luckring—“behind the camera” Frogpond XXVIII.2; Lyles—“New
Year’s Eve” Upstate Dim Sum 2005/I; m.—“orderly fields” Acorn 14, “daffodil shoots” The Heron’s Nest VII.3,
“drifting seed fluff ” The Heron’s Nest VII.2; Macrow—“two-year-old” PaperWasp 11; markowski—“only the
waterfall” Shiki August 2005; Mason—“alone now” a trolleyfull of pumpkins; McClintock—“tall pines” The
Heron’s Nest VII.6; McGill—“storm clouds” The Haiku Calendar 2005; McMurray—“white lilies” EXPO 2005;
Melchor—“train conversation” Frogpond XXVIII.3; Mena—“raking leaves” Rose Mallow 63; Metz—“a child’s
drawing” The Youngest Ones; Miller—“In Defense of Craft” Hermitage 2; Miyashita—“a chessboard holds”
Haiku Canada Newsletter XVIII.1; Mooney-Ellerbeck—“the wind” snapshots 11; Moore—“first summer day”
Frogpond XXVIII.1; Morcom—“thrift store” RAW NerVZ X.2; Moss—“autumn wake” Shiki January 2005,
“Twilight Deepens” Frogpond XXVIII.2; Moyer—“vacation cabin” Tracing the Fern; Murrell—“junkyard
fence” Blithe Spirit 15.1; Myers—“meeting strangers” RAW NerVZ X.3; Ness—“autumn dawn” Acorn 14;
Olson—“something to it” The Heron’s Nest VII.4; Oseman—“mushroom gathering” The Heron’s Nest VII.4,
“first snow” The Heron’s Nest VII.1; owen—“fallen headstone” snapshots 10; Painting—“deep winter” Acorn
14, “midday blues” Mariposa 13, “nursing home” HPNC Contest 2005; Parker—“Pulse” Modern Haiku 36.3,
“Tension” Frogpond XXVIII.3; Patchel—“blossom rain” “summer’s end” The Heron’s Nest VII.4, “plum blossoms”
Acorn 15; Pauly—“Alzheimer’s birthday” Henderson Contest 2005; Pfleuger—“three kicks” The Heron’s Nest
VII.3, “calm night” Acorn 15; Philippou—“crescent moon” Acorn 14; Piko—“a small white cloud” Blithe
Spirit 15.1, “A New Pair of Shoes” Blithe Spirit XV.3; Podeschi—“yellow dandelion” Acorn 15; Pupello—“trial
separation” RAW NerVZ X.1; Riutta—“apple wine” Roadrunner 1.2. “quiet hillside” The Heron’s Nest VII.3;
Robinson—“clear water” Frogpond XXVIII:1, “crossing the bridge” Modern Haiku 36.1; Ross—“autumn chill”
Shiki November 2005; Savich—“anthurium behind glass” Acorn 15; Schwerin—“a ping” Frogpond XXVIII.3;
Shimield— “moving in” a trolleyfull of pumpkins; Snyder—“The Path to Matsuyama” Modern Haiku 36.2;
Stevenson—“autumn wind” Modern Haiku 36:1, “empty lobby” Modern Haiku 36.3, “my doctor” Upstate Dim
Sum 2005/II; Strang—“new year” Kokako 3; Summers—“August heat” Modern Haiku 36.3; Sweeney—“thirty
years of this” Acorn 14; Tarquinio—“blue sky” Penumbra Contest 2005, “glowing embers” The Heron’s Nest
VII.2, “new hammock” Acorn 15; Tauchner—“Lurid Light” Modern Haiku 36.3; Tchouhov—“she draws
the curtains” Ginyu 28; Tift—“drifting leaves” The Heron’s Nesst VII.4; Toft—“afternoon heat” Blithe Spirit
XV.1; Townsend—“The Last Tomato” World Haiku Review 2.3; Trout—“broken clouds” The Heron’s Nest
VII.3; Vayman—“ornate ceiling” Modern Haiku 36.2; Verhart—“autumn wind” Shiki November 2005;
Welch—“hospital waiting room” Mayfly 38; West—“summer afternoon” Acorn 15; Williams—“in spring rain”
Blithe Spirit XV.3; Wilson—“62 candles” Frogpond XXVIII.2; windsor—“talk of separation” Shiki March
2005; Yarrow—“Haiku Awareness in Wartime” Frogpond XXVIII:2; Young—“this winter night” snapshots
10; Yovu—“half moon” The Heron’s Nest VII.4, “the window so clean” Frogpond XXVIII. 3, “Blue” Modern
Haiku 36.3; Zackowitz—“first warm day” The Heron’s Nest VII.3; Zorman—“morning snow” letni casi Fall
2005; Zuk—“Hell’s Gate” Haiku Canada Newsletter XVIII:2.
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The RMA Editorial Staff
Jim Kacian (1996) is a co-founder of the World Haiku Association,
editor of Frogpond, and owner of Red Moon Press.
Ernest J. Berry (2002) is a newcomer to haiku who feels like an
old hand. He defies the reaper by refusing to write his death haiku.
Randy M. Brooks (2005) teaches haiku and other courses at Millikin
University, edits Mayfly, and runs Brooks Books with wife Shirley.
Dee Evetts (2003) is a former HSA Secretary, and founder of the
Spring Street Haiku Group. This is his second tenure with RMA.
Maureen Virginia Gorman (1997) believes her study of haiku is a
perfect complement to her work as a professional counselor.
Caroline Gourlay (2005), former editor of Blithe Spirit and patron
of the Ledbury Poetry Festival in England, lives on the Welsh border.
Carolyn Hall (2002), a former editor of Mariposa, is trying hard to
remain mindful of haiku moments.
A. C. Missias (2001) is the editor of Acorn, past columnist for Frogpond, and has placed in a few haiku competitions. What day job?
Kohjin Sakamoto (1997), a disciple of Kunio Tsukamoto, contemporary poetic giant, has won numerous poetry contests.
George Swede (2000) lives, works, writes in Toronto and lives,
writes in San Antonio Tlayacapan, Mexico.
Max Verhart (2002), former president of the Dutch Haiku Circle,
is now editor of Vuursteen (Flint), the oldest haiku journal in Europe.
RMA Editors-Emeritus: Dimitar Anakiev (2000-2001), Janice
Bostok (1996-2001), Tom Clausen (1996-2004), David Cobb
(2004), Ellen Compton (1996-2002), Lee Gurga (1998), Yvonne
Hardenbrook (1996-1998), John Hudak (1996-1997), H. F.
Noyes (1996-1999), Francine Porad (1996), Ebba Story (1996),
Alan Summers (2000-2005), Jeff Witkin (1996-2000).
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The RMA Process
During the twelve month period December 1, 2004
through December 15, 2005, over 2500 haiku and
related works by over 1800 different authors have been
nominated for inclusion in inside the mirror: The Red Moon
Anthology 2005 by our staff of 11 editors from hundreds
of sources from around the world. These sources are, in
the main, the many haiku books and journals published
in English, as well as the internet. Each editor is assigned
a list of books and journals, but is free to nominate any
work, from any source, s/he feels is of exceptional skill. In
addi-tion, the editor-in-chief is responsible for reading all
of these sources, which ensures every possible source is
examined by at least two nominating persons.
Editors may neither nominate nor vote for their own
work.
Contest winners, runners-up and honorable mentions
are automatically nominated.
When the nominating period concludes, all haiku
and related works which receive nomination are placed
(anonymously) on a roster. The roster is then sent to each
of the judges, who votes for those works s/he considers
worthy of inclusion. At least 5 votes (of the 10 judges, or
50% — the editor-in-chief does not have a vote at this
stage) are necessary for inclusion in the volume. The work
of editors must also receive at least 5 votes from the other
9 editors (55%) to merit inclusion.
The editor-in-chief then compiles these works, seeks
permissions to reprint, and assembles them into the final
anthology.
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